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Chapter 1. Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1 . Introduction 

 The links between language and gender have been examined in depth in 

variationist approaches to sociolinguistics.  Regardless of the           ’  

                              “      ”                                    

nonetheless been a relevant topic in sociolinguistics; in fact, an entire area of study 

   “                   ”       v                           .  I               S A, 

meanwhile, the relevance of gender to the language learning process has also been 

discussed, though mostly outside of the traditional variationist paradigm.  Several 

works in recent years, however, have approached the topic of gender in language 

learning using traditional variationist methods (Adamson and Regan 1991; Major 

2004; Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark, 2011).  This body of work has shown gender to 

be a prominent factor in the acquisition of L2 variation, in some cases more 

prominent than stylistic constraints.  However, this body of work is small, and there 

has been a call for more research on the topic of gender in L2 learning using 

variationist approaches (Regan and Bayley 2004).   

 This dissertation will add to the growing body of work on L2 identity from a 

variationist perspective.  Unlike the majority of previous L2 variation work that has 

focused on production data (Adamson and Regan 1991; Major 2004), this 

dissertation incorporates both perception and production data in order to assess 

whether the claims that have been made about the relevance of gender in L2 

language production also hold true in perception.  In addition, whereas previous 

research has focused on the acquisition of discrete variables in a target language (c.f. 
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English –ING in Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011), my research will take as its 

central focus a language style comprised of multiple linguistic variables.  I 

investigate a style as opposed to individual linguistic variables so as to more closely 

approximate the ways in which learners encounter target language variation.  

Furthermore, whereas previous work has focused primarily on the acquisition of 

Western languages – English and French (Adamson and Regan 1991; Mougeon, 

Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004; Rehner and Mougeon 2003; Uritescu, Mougeon, Rehner, 

and Nadasdi 2004) – my work has taken as its focus the acquisition of Mandarin 

Chinese.  Finally, the results presented in this dissertation further our 

understanding of Mandarin sajiao (撒嬌) and show that previous descriptions of this 

speech style have been oversimplified. 

Mandarin Chinese sajiao (撒嬌) has been described as a style of 

communication in which                     “               ”    “               

                   ” (Farris 1988: 301).  This style of speech is highly associated 

with the female gender in the popular media and scholarly articles alike (Chan 1997; 

Chuang 2005; Hunt 2011; Larson-Wang 2011; Lin 2005; Zhai 2010; Zitong 2012).  

A            F      (1988: 302)  “sajiao [is] conceived of by native actors as [a] 

behavior or communication style that spoiled children of both sexes, and young 

(particularly unmarried) women engage in when they want to get their way from an 

                /         /       .”  I              ation, I have examined 

perceptions and use of sajiao across native and non-native Mandarin speakers in 

Taipei, Taiwan.  Given the relevance of gender to the acquisition of L2 variation as 
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established in previous research (Adamson and Regan 1991; Major 2004; Schleef, 

Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011), my primary research question is as follows: Will L2 

learners show the same patterns in variation as native speakers in perception and 

production of a highly gendered target language speech style?  Furthermore, what 

does sajiao look like, and when and with whom is it used? 

I begin this dissertation with a brief description of the various approaches 

that have been taken to the study of language and gender in variationist 

sociolinguistics.  I also highlight the difference, dominance, and deficit approaches 

that were central to early work on language and gender.  Following is a brief review 

of the work done on gender in second language learning, including variationist 

approaches to gender in L2 acquisition.  The final part of my literature review is a 

description of sajiao, including what it is, who has been claimed to use it, new 

understandings of it, and what it looks like from a linguistic/acoustic standpoint.  

Finally, I provide a brief rationale for my methods.   

Moving on to my findings, Chapter 2 is an acoustic description of sajiao based 

on tokens gathered from native speakers as well as the tokens I used in my 

perception experiment.  Chapter 3 presents a perception experiment in which I 

compared the social characteristics associated with sajiao (e.g. femininity, cuteness, 

etc.) by L1 versus L2 participants.  Next, Chapter 4 describes the results from the 

production task, which involved role play scenarios.  The data from the role-plays 

was used to determine whether the L2 participants used sajiao in their speech, and 

in which kinds of scenarios (public versus private, formal versus informal) they 

used it.  In that chapter I also examine correlations between the perception and 
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production data.  Finally, in Chapter 5 I use interview data from 12 Americans living 

in Taiwan to provide further insight into the results from the perception and 

production tasks.  Chapter 6 highlights the theoretical and practical implications of 

my findings. 

Taken together, the results from this dissertation suggest that gender plays 

an important role in the acquisition of L2 variation, corroborating findings from 

previous studies on gender in L2 variation (Adamson and Regan 1991; Major 2004, 

Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011).  Overall, the L2 Mandarin speakers pattern 

with native speakers with respect to gender and stylistic constraints on sajiao use.  

However, my findings suggest that production may lead perception in acquisition of 

an L2 speech style.  That is to say, learners may show native-like use of a target 

language speech style in production before they have acquired all of the social 

meanings associated with it in the target language community.   

   

1.2. Literature Review 

 My approach to the acquisition of L2 variation in this dissertation is 

                 “     -  v ” v                           I                            

of gender and language background are relevant in testing for them as predicting 

variables.  However, by not isolating my study to sajiao as used by females only (per 

previous work and stereotypes), I show that sajiao          “      ”                 

claimed by previous authors and in popular media, but rather a style that is 

indirectly indexed with femininity through social associations with traits such as 

friendliness and cuteness.  I show that males may also index these traits through the 
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use of sajiao; thus, it is not directly indexed with femininity.  Hence, my literature 

  v                                            “     -  v ”               v          

upon which the methods of this dissertation are based, and moves toward third-

wave approaches to variation, which are relevant to the interpretation of my results.   

 

1.2.1. Language and gender 

Early work in so-       “        v ” v                          cs was 

groundbreaking in establishing links between language variation and macro-social 

categories such as gender, ethnicity, or social class. In his famous New York 

department store study, for instance, Labov (1966) established a link between 

postvocalic [r] usage and social class among sales assistants (reported in Labov 

1972). In this early variationist work, linguistic variables were seen as 

consequences of demographic categories (Eckert 2008: 455); for example, it was 

assumed that women and men would speak differently by virtue of belonging to 

different gender groups.   In these first-wave studies, style was seen as attention 

                 . . “      ” v      “      ”        (Eckert 2012).  It was concluded 

from these studies that vernacular or so ca     “   -        ”                 

                                                 “      ”                     ( . .  

Labov 1966 reported in Labov 1972; Trudgill 1974).  For instance, Labov (1966; 

reported in Labov 1972) found more instances of post-vocalic /r/ among females 

than among males, and Trudgill (1974) found that “           ” –in’ (versus –ing) 

was used more among men than women.   
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Likewise, in the early language and gender research, a certain degree of 

internal homogeneity among members of gender groups was assumed. With respect 

to language practices, men were assumed to talk one way and women another. The 

deficit framework (Lakoff 1973)                                                 ’  

language practices as lacking or deficient compared to those of men. Building on this 

         v                                  z                            ’  

language as deficient were linked to the social domination of women by men 

(Bergvall 1999; Gal 1991). Gal (1991), for example, argued that discourses in the 

  j                  ’                                     v          . A         

   G   (1991)            “                            ructed relations of power, 

                                                                      ” (G   

1991: 176).  

                                                     D             ’       

( . .        1990)         z                             ’           ’           

practices were equally valid forms of communication. Differences in the way men 

and women communicated and in the kinds of language they used were attributed 

to socialization. Women and men were thought to speak different genderlects, and 

interactions between men and women were thought to be a kind of cross-cultural 

communication. Being successful in interactions with members of the opposite sex 

  q                                                         ’                     

member of the opposite gender, was operating.  The early work on language and 

gender had in common with first-wave variationist studies the assumption of 
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gender as a relevant category in language use.  I have also taken this assumption as a 

foundation for my dissertation work. 

While the dominance and difference approaches represented attempts at 

                ’                 -deficient, they were criticized for being overly 

simplistic (Bergvall 1999; Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 1992) and for making 

generalizations based on the experiences of just one subset of women – namely 

those who were white and heterosexual. Some scholars argued that there is as much 

variation within groups of women or men as there is between groups. Feminist 

scholars also criticized the dominance and difference approaches for their almost 

exclusive problematization of women and the difference approach for attempting to 

gloss over the social injustices that persist in contemporary society (Bergvall 1999; 

Johnson 1997). While the deficit, dominance, and difference approaches were 

                                    j                           ’           

practices, their simplistic assumptions were challenged by ensuing postmodern 

approaches to language and gender.  In the past few decades, sociolinguistic work 

on language and gender has moved toward social constructionist models in which 

identity is seen as performed in interactions (Bucholtz 1999; Butler 1990; Cameron 

1997; Eckert 1996; Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003). 

Moving away from a focus on macro-                       “      ”     

“            ”                                              “         v ”    

variationist sociolinguistics used ethnography as the research method of choice 

(Eckert 2012).  This allowed for a more local understanding of social categories 
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(    ).  F                   ’  (1989;                     2012)         “j         

        ”                                             v                              

Detroit high school.  While second-wave studies indicated a move toward local 

understandings of language, identity, and style, they were still based on category 

affiliation (albeit more local categories) (Eckert 2012).   

The notions of style and individual agency have occupied central positions in 

    “        v ”    variationist work (Eckert 2012).  Bucholtz (1999), for instance, 

described how a group of “          ” in a U.S. high school negotiated their identities 

                   q   ‘   -          ’                                    

intellectual debates and punning with each other. Similarly, Mendoza-Denton (1996) 

followed                                               ‘     ’                      

use of linguistic and stylistic resources (for instance dark, heavy eyeliner).  Eckert 

(1996) likewise described a group of California fifth and sixth grade preadolescents 

who transitioned into new performances of gendered identity through their body 

movements, choices in clothing, and language. The work of these authors has 

solidified the idea that language is a crucial resource in the construction of identity. 

In performing their identities, individuals draw on a pool of semiotic resources, 

including hair styles, clothing, ways of walking, and ways of talking, just to name a 

few.  Thus, the third-wave studies showed that gender is a performance (Butler 

1990) and not a fixed category to which a speaker belongs.  This perspective is 

crucial for the interpretation of my results. 
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Sociophonetic research has provided insight into the kinds of discrete 

linguistic resources that are linked with particular identity affiliations and accessed 

in speech perception and production. The notion of the indexical field (Eckert 2008; 

Moore and Podesva 2009) is helpful in making a connection between large-scale 

ideologies and local performances of identity.  In this model, linguistic variants have 

meaning by virtue of being linked to social traits or categories.   Researchers have 

had different conceptualizations of the indexical field, with some arguing that 

linguistic variants are directly indexed with larger social categories (i.e., a particular 

variant like high-rising terminal being associated with females) and others arguing 

that variants indirectly activate association with a social category through indexing 

traits that are associated with that category (Eckert 2008). For instance, the variant 

‘/ /        ’                             -articulation, which is in turn associated 

with hyper-standard speech, which may then be associated with social categories 

like nerd girl, gay man, or Jewish boy (ibid).  

According to Moore and Podesva (2009), a particular linguistic variant may 

simultaneously activate meaning at multiple levels of the indexical field. 

Furthermore, a single variant in the indexical field can have multiple meanings; the 

meaning that is interpreted for that variant will depend on the style and context in 

which it is used. In Campbell-      ’  (2007)                                       

was identified by a higher percentage of participants as being gay when he used the 

variant –ing ( . .  ‘       ’)                       v       –in ( . . ‘      ’’).          

form –ing                                            x               q       ‘   ’ 

was style-specific and not observed for other talkers.  Likewise, Campbell-Kibler 
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(2009) described an                             ’        v                         

origin, use of –in/-ing, and associated level of intelligence/education. Her analysis 

showed that the use of –in downgraded the perceived intelligence/education level of 

a talker who was perceived to be working-               ‘        ’               

not have any effect on talkers perceived as working-class and/or Southern. She 

     z                                    ’  (2008)     x                             

flexibility of meaning of a single variable, in this case ING, depending on the style 

and context in which it is used.  Levon (2007) also suggested that indexicality is 

highly contextual and not always straightforward; whereas for a gay talker in his 

study, pitch range was indexical of gender and sexuality and sibilant duration was 

indexical of gender only, for a straight talker there were no significant correlations.  

Thus, these authors have highlighted the importance of considering the meanings of 

sociolinguistic variables in the context of style.  Therefore, to approximate the 

reality of the language learning situation, I have chosen to focus on a target language 

style as opposed to discrete linguistic variables in this dissertation. 

The links between a linguistic variant and its associated traits or categories 

are all ideological; thus, ideology is central to the indexical field. In performing their 

identities in their everyday communities of practice, language users draw on 

linguistic variants that are imbued with social meaning. When an individual uses a 

linguistic variant, (s)he may be using one of its original meanings, or (s)he may be 

claiming a new meaning for it. Thus, the indexical field is constantly changing 

(Eckert 2008: 464). In creating a new style, for instance, an individual may use 

linguistic and other resources from existing styles.  
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Through a process of bricolage, people draw from the ideologically imbued 

linguistic and stylistic variants around them in forming a new locally specific style 

(Eckert 1996). This was the case for the group of female elementary school students 

                            ’  (1996: 4)      ;                       q            

appropriating existing resources from the social-linguistic landscape – greetings, 

songs, adult lingerie, hugs, low back pronunciation of /æ/ –               “       

                      ”        v                      ‘        x               .’ 

Likewise, the cholas in Mendoza-D     ’  (1996)                          (    -

up) that is typically associated in mainstream U.S. with traditional femininity and 

                         ‘     ’                                              

changing the social-linguistic landscape.  

Similarly, the workers in foreign-                      j       Z    ’  

(2005) study appropriated the use of full-tone realization (characteristic of non-

mainland Mandarin) but avoided the use of two features associated with local 

Beijing types (rhotacized [r], characteristic of the Smooth Operator, and interdental 

realization of sibilants, associated with the Alley Saunterer)  in constructing a new 

             ‘      ’      .                           z                        

yuppie females, a finding which aligned with their more linguistic-decorative 

functions in the international companies.   

People make use of social information linked to linguistic variants in both the 

perception and production of speech. In perception, as mentioned, Levon (2006, 

2007) found that sibilant duration and pitch range were two variables that affected 
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listener judgments of talker gender, and pitch range also affected judgments of 

talker sexuality. Strand and Johnson (1996) found that perceived talker gender 

(shown through photos) affected listener perceptions of consonants on a /s-ʃ/ 

continuum, and Johnson  S           D’I       (1999)                            

vowels; perceived talker gender (whether imagined or shown through photos) 

affected listener perception of vowels on a /u-ʊ/ continuum. Drager et al. (2012) 

presented evidence for pitch influencing                        ’                    

ethnicity, and perceived characteristics were not independent of each other; 

                                       ’                        x           

characteristics attributed to that speaker.  

In speech production studies, Moonwomon (1997) found that the average 

height of peak pitch syllables was lower in a conversation between two homosexual 

women than in a conversation between two heterosexual women. Likewise, pitch 

was a resource used by the     I                v  ’  (2009)              x 

different kinds of gay personae across topics and conversational frames.  

Thus, first wave variationist studies and the early work on language and 

gender solidified the relevance of gender to how people perceive and use language.  

This is a crucial foundation for my assumption of gender as a relevant category in 

this dissertation. Furthermore, however, third wave variationist work has 

highlighted the direct and indirect indexicality of gender with language and the 

importance of considering gender performance in the context of style.  This latter 

point is important for the interpretation of my results.  In addition, in examining an 

L2 style, it is also important to consider how these concepts have been applied in L2 
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research on language and gender.  Section 1.2.2. describes this avenue of work so as 

to set the scene for my investigation of the acquisition of sajiao by American 

learners. 

 

1.2.2. Gender and second language studies 

As argued by Piller and Pavlenko (2001), there has been a monolingual bias 

in previous research on language and gender performativity. Recently, however, 

two entire volumes (Pavlenko and Blackledge 2004; Pavlenko et al. 2001) have been 

devoted to applying poststructuralist and postmodern notions of identity 

construction (as found in the L1 work) to describing processes whereby second 

language learners perform their gendered identities in multiple languages. Pavlenko 

               (2004: 19)                        “                v       ative 

options offered by a particular society in a specific time and place to which 

individuals and groups of individuals appeal in an attempt to self-name, to self-

          z                                                  v  .” I               

individuals draw from the semiotic resources around them – language being one 

such resource – in actively negotiating their identities. Other themes that have been 

the focus of much of the recent work on gender/identity and language learning have 

included the disc    v                           (  v                  2000; 

      v  2004  200 )                   v                               (       

       199 ;           W    1996)                         (D v        H      

1990), and acts of identity (LePage and Tabouret-Keller 1985).  
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Gender has also been found to be relevant in second language studies abroad.  

Issues related to differential quality of L2 input for male versus female second 

language learners studying abroad have been examined by scholars in recent years.  

Polanyi (1995) described a gender bias in quality of input for male and female 

students studying in Russia.  Female students reported multiple instances of 

harassment and sexist behavior, which ultimately led to feelings of frustration, 

discomfort, and self-     .  I                                  x               ‘   -

        ’ ( . .      )        v                            v                        

input.  As a result of those two issues, the female students had lower scores on 

listening and oral proficiency tests.  In a related vein, Brecht and Robinson (1995) 

described how female students in a study abroad context reported gender-related 

incidents not only outside of the classroom, but also inside of it, where the attitudes 

teachers expressed about women and their roles resulted in some females 

developing negative feelings toward those classes. 

The notion of gender performativity (Butler 1990) has also been examined in 

second language studies.  Ohara (2001) found that while Japanese females showed 

consistently higher pitch in Japanese than in English in all situations in which they 

were asked to speak, there was variation with respect to pitch among advanced 

female L2 learners of Japanese. Some learners patterned with the Japanese native 

speaking females, while others resisted raising their pitch to the Japanese female 

‘    .’  Ohara found through interviews with the learners that they made decisions 

as to whether or not to use higher pitch in Japanese in the contexts/situations tested, 
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and their decisions regarding pitch were a reflection of the identity they wished to 

project.   

 Siegal (1996), on the other hand, described the situation of Mary, a woman 

from New Zealand learning Japanese in Japan.  As opposed to the other Western 

women of Siega ’           (1994;             S      1996)                     

certain aspects of female Japanese language on the basis that it sounded too humble 

and polite to them, Mary sought to portray herself as polite and feminine.  To do so, 

she used linguistic r                             ‘       ’ v                      

speaking, in addition to gestural resources such as putting her hand over her mouth 

when she laughed.  In one interaction, Mary attempted not only to position herself 

as feminine and as a student showing deference to a professor through her use of 

the high-        ‘       ’ v                                               q    

standing with the professor through providing information about his field of 

         (S      1996: 367).  W         ‘       ’ v                               

interaction, whether or not it was an intentional violation of the cultural and 

              v               ’                    .                               

and her professor provided an illustration of the complex and multifaceted nature of 

identity construction.    

The need to study gender and stylistic variation in L2 acquisition relates to 

H    ’                      v             (D W     2004).                 

behind this notion is that, in addition to grammatical competence and knowing 

when to use which kinds of grammar, L2 learners must also know the social and 
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cultural norms for the uses of different language forms (DeWaele 2004; Schleef, 

Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011).  An interest in researching L2 sociolinguistic 

competence came from both theoretical and practical concerns – the need to 

consider social context in SLA research, and the frequent statement by language 

teachers that learners have difficulties acquiring all of the different speech styles of 

the L2 and understanding of the appropriate contexts for their use (DeWaele 2004; 

Thomas 2004).   

Though small in number, there have been studies conducted on the 

acquisition of L2 variation from a traditional variationist perspective.   Although 

rooted in the Labovian tradition for L1 variation research, a significant feature of the 

work on L2 variation is a distinction between two major approaches (DeWaele 2004; 

Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004).  The first, so-called Type 1 studies, have 

focused on learner alternation between native and non-native forms or between 

             v                      ’                                “       ”    

“        ”   v                                           v         ( . .              

of Type 1 work by DeWaele 2004 and Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004).  Type 2 

studies, on the other hand, focus on learner mastery of variation found in the L2; 

successful acquisition is when learners have mastered when to use each L2 variant 

or style appropriately (c.f. descriptions of Type 2 work by DeWaele 2004, Major 

2004, and Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004).  One complication of Type 2 

                                                         ’     -use of a particular 
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variant or style is due to incomplete acquisition or to personal choice (DeWaele 

2004)                            S     ’  (1996)                    v . 

Type 2 variation studies have shown that L2 learners variably master the 

grammatical/linguistic and social/sociolinguistic constraints present in the L2.  

Much of the Type 2 work on L2 variation has focused on the acquisition of Western 

languages and on discrete linguistic variants, both phonological and 

morphosyntactic.  Among the crucial findings of this work have been the following 

conclusions: 1) learners variably master variation in an L2 (i.e. they master some 

variables better than others) (Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004); 2) learners 

show the same kinds of linguistic, gender, and stylistic (i.e. vernacular/informal 

v      “        ”/      ) v                rget language as native speakers, though 

in most cases to a lesser degree (Major 2004; Thomas 2004; Uritescu, Mougeon, 

Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004); 3) the use of vernacular forms increases and the 

approximation to native-like norms for variation improves the greater the amount 

of time spent in a target language area (Rehner, Mougeon and Nadasdi 2003; 

Thomas 2004; Uritescu, Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004); 4) in some cases, 

gender is a salient category for learners (Adamson and Regan 1991; Major 2004; 

Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011; Rehner, Mougeon, and Nadasdi 2003); 5) home 

language matters (Rehner and Mougeon 1999); 6) input in the form of teacher talk 

and educational materials may perhaps be responsible for lack of use of vernacular 

variants (Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004; Rehner, Mougeon and Nadasdi 2003; 

Thomas 2004; Uritescu, Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004); and 7) explicit 

instruction on language variation may assist learners (Rehner and Mougeon 1999).  
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The educational implications of numbers 6) and 7) will be discussed in the final 

chapter of this dissertation. 

Crucially, interaction with native speakers has been shown to bolster learner 

acquisition of L2 variation.   For instance, Thomas (2004) found that a group of 

native English-speaking learners of French who studied in France approximated 

native speaker norms for formal versus vernacular variants more closely than 

students who stayed at home.  While the students who stayed at home steadily 

                  “        ” v             – i.e. compulsory liaison and 

maintenance of ne and schwa – students who went abroad also maintained 

“        ”                                    “v         ”             ne and 

schwa.  Likewise, DeWaele (2004) and Uritescu, Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 

(2004) found that students who interacted with native French speakers showed 

greater ne-deletion than students who did not.  Furthermore, DeWaele (2004) found 

that in conversation, non-native speakers converged on native speaker omission 

rates of ne.  S                      R                  ’  (2004)         x          

French outside of school favored learner acquisition of certain French variables, 

namely ne deletion, juste, on, and schwa deletion. 

  Several studies have shown the importance of gender in acquisition of L2 

variation.  Rehner, Mougeon, and Nadasdi (2003) focused on English learner 

acquisition of nous versus on (both meaning we/us) in L2 French in Quebec.  They 

found an effect of gender and social class – females and middle class students used 

           v       ‘    ’                                   .   
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Adamson and Regan (1991) investigated the acquisition of the English 

v        I G ( . .        ’ v           ng) by Vietnamese and Cambodian ESL 

speakers in Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.  They found that, in addition to 

certain linguistic environments that favored use of one variable to the other, gender 

variation also emerged among the learners.  Namely, the male non-native speakers 

favored in’ while the female nonnative speakers favored -ing, thus manifesting the 

same trends for sex differentiation of the variable in the native speaker 

communities.  The authors suggested as a possible explanation that the non-native 

males converged on –in’, in the informal style, using it even more than native 

speaker males, because it had covert prestige among males in the target language 

community.  

Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark (2011) also showed that gender is a 

particularly salient category for L2 learners.  They found that Polish-born teenage 

L2 English learners in some cases replicated the constraints on use of the velar nasal 

variant of ING seen in their native English-speaking peers in London and Edinburgh; 

in other cases, however, the Polish learners only partially replicated the constraints 

or showed their own unique constraints not found among their L1 English peers.  

For instance, the Polish teens in London showed grammatical category and speaker 

sex as significant constraints on ING use but their native English-speaking London 

peers did not.  Interestingly, L2 males used the velar variant more while L2 females 

used the apical variant more; this is opposite to what is found for native speakers in 

that community, as males tend to use the apical variant more than females.  

Nonetheless, these results show that there was direct indexation of the variable 
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under consideration (ING) with gender by the L2 learners.  The authors conclude 

that gender is a category that attracts a high degree of attention among non-native 

speakers and call for more work on the question of direct versus indirect indexation 

in the acquisition of L2 variation.   

Consideration of learner attitudes is an important aspect of research on the 

acquisition of L2 variation.  It has been shown that learner attitudes toward a target 

language can affect their motivation to learn that language; a more positive 

orientation toward a language may lead to greater language learning motivation (cf. 

Dornyei 2003 for a discussion of attitude/motivation in language learning).  Thus, it 

is important to include attitude surveys and/or perception work in research on the 

acquisition of L2 variation.  However, few studies on L2 variation have included the 

perception dimension in addition to production.  There have, however, been some 

exceptions to this rule.  These studies incorporating perception data have elucidated 

two major points: 1) that learners acquire the same kinds of attitudes toward L2 

language varieties as native speakers (Clark and Schleef 2010), and 2) similar 

patterns in production among L1 and L2 speakers may be caused by different 

underlying mechanisms (Schleef, Meyerhoff and Clark 2011).  Regarding the first 

point, Clark and Schleef (2010) found that Polish teenagers showed the same kinds 

of attitudes as their L1 peers towards certain varieties of English; like their L1 peers, 

the Polish teens evaluated Birmingham English more negatively than any of the 

other varieties of English under investigation.  The authors interpret this finding as 

evidence for the notion that L2 learners acquire similar attitudes toward native 

language varieties as native speakers.  As for the second point, Schleef, Meyerhoff, 
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and Clark (2011) found that even though Polish migrant L2 learners produced 

English –ING in ways similar to native speakers, positive/negative attitude toward 

Edinburgh English was not a significant constraint on L2 speaker productions of –

ING, whereas it was for the native speakers.  Taken together, these results highlight 

the importance of considering perception data in addition to production data in 

studies on L2 variation. 

F          j   (2004)                          “             ”           

(palatalization, deletion of v in of, -ing versus –in, and n assimilation in can) among 

native English speakers, Japanese L2 speakers of English, and Spanish L2 speakers 

of English.  The native speakers showed differences in use of the casual speech 

processes according to gender and style (formal and informal), with the differences 

being greater for style than for gender.  The Japanese/English and Spanish/English 

speakers, on the other hand, both showed differences according to gender, but only 

the Spanish/English speakers showed differences according to style.  Major (2004) 

concludes from these findings that gender differences are acquired by learners 

before stylistic differences. 

These variationist studies on gender in L2 acquisition have solidified the 

notion that gender is an important consideration in L2 variation studies.  However, 

they have focused on the acquisition of isolated phonological and morphosyntactic 

variables.  Furthermore, most studies have focused on production data (with some 

exceptions, cf. Clark and Schleef 2010; Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011), and they 

have focused on the acquisition of just two languages (English and French).  This 

dissertation is, therefore, a major contribution to the growing body of work on L2 
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variation.  It presents a new focus on 1) learner acquisition of an entire style instead 

of isolated linguistic variables; 2) the acquisition of a non-Western language; and 3) 

a consideration of findings from both perception and production. 

 

1.2.3. Language and gender ideologies in Mandarin Chinese 

 In work on language and gender in Taiwan and China, ideologies have been 

discussed both in terms of language and gender socialization among boys and girls 

as well as stereotypes surrounding male versus female standard Mandarin speech. 

With respect to the former type of research, Farris (1991, 2000) described how 

Taiwanese pre-schoolers were socialized into their gender roles; boys showed 

competitive, aggressive tendencies in group interactions, while girls focused on 

construction and maintenance of social relations. With respect to stereotypes about 

how males versus females speak Mandarin, Chan (1997) stated that female speakers 

of Mandarin generally have higher average pitch and use dental sibilants for palatals, 

while prototypical male Mandarin speech is thought to be quicker in tempo, with 

flatter, steadier intonation that is falling rather than rising. In addition, it has been 

reported that it is stereotypically more acceptable in both mainland China and 

Taiwan for males to use expletives than for females to use them (Chan 1997; Su 

2008).  A                                                                  “     ’  

      ”        sajiao, described in detail in the next section.  Though the focus of this 

dissertation is sajiao in Taiwan, research on sajiao in the Chinese mainland context 

will also be mentioned briefly, as it is nonetheless relevant to descriptions of sajiao.   
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1.2.3.1. Sajiao as a gendered cultural practice 

Sajiao (撒嬌) is a popular style of speech associated with cuteness and 

femininity in Taiwan and mainland China (Chuang 2005; Zitong 2012).  The practice 

is different in mainland China versus in Taiwan (Yueh 2012); this dissertation will 

focus on its use in Taiwan.  Literally translated, the two Chinese characters in the 

word are 撒sa1 “       ;      v   x           ”     嬌jiao1 “  v                

                       ” ( D G C      -English Dictionary).  In popular culture and 

much of the scholarly research, sajiao                   “               ” (Z      

2012: 8)     “  q       ” (C    1997; C      200 )                              

China and Taiwan use to manipulate their interlocutor (usually a boyfriend or a 

husband) into fulfilling their wishes.  

Sajiao has been described as a display of weakness and helplessness (Chuang 

2005; Zitong 2012). Farris (1991:201-202) describes sajiao      “pleading style, 

                       z      ‘                   ’                                   

interactions with parents or older children and by young women in interaction with 

fathers, boyfriends, husbands, teachers, employers, et cetera, for short- or long-

                                                       …                             

style by early school years, whereas girls are said to retain sajiao as strategic 

    v                  .”  According to public opinion and the media, there are 

        “  q         ”             sajiao; it is mostly women who sajiao as a way 

to enhance their attractiveness (Yueh 2012: 111).  Furthermore, body size matters.  

A              “        ”                                              sajiao 
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       “      ”       (Y    2012: 108).  I                                sajiao 

sho       “                       ” (Y    2012: 108).  F    Y   ’  (2012) 

observations, however, this is not the case; (s)he did not find through observations 

                           “    ”                                                  

for sajiao.  

Yueh (2012: 18-24) provides a brief history of sajiao through the analysis of 

three sets of chronologically ordered texts: 1) works written in Imperial China, 2) 

texts from 1949 to 1989, and 3) texts after 1990. In the Imperial works, sajiao did 

not carry the            “                 v     ”                                

rebellious, disobedient, and difficult kind of behavior (Yueh 2012:21).  Sajiao was 

associated with prostitutes and lower-class women and was also seen as a 

“               ”              ho used sajiao             ’                  

likely to become a concubine instead of a wife (Yueh 2012: 21).   The texts from 

1949 to 1989 presented instances of sajiao being used between children and 

parents, and less stigmatized though still negative descriptions of its use by women 

(Yueh 2012: 24).  Very different meanings for sajiao took hold in the texts after 1990; 

sajiao was highly praised for its femininity and women were encouraged to do sajiao 

for their husbands.   Sajiao has also been linked with the kawaii (cute) culture of 

Japan as early as the 1970s and the resulting emergence of the culture of cuteness in 

Taiwan in the 1980s (Yueh 2012; Zitong 2012). 

Sajiao has been constructed by popular culture writers and scholars alike as 

          “     ’        ”.  W                                   sajiao are not 

academic in nature, they provide insight into the iconic status of sajiao as a gender-
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based speech style.  It is reported in popular culture descriptions of sajiao in online 

articles and by scholars that men respond well to sajiao (Hunt 2011; Zitong 2012).  

According to Larson-Wang (2011) in an internet-based opinion piece, for instance, 

sajiao                “                ”.  W                         sajiao in 

order to feign the inability to accomplish tasks on their own so that a man will help 

them (Larson-Wang 2011).  One of the men interviewed by Hunt (2011) stated that 

Chinese/Taiwanese men like sajiao because it gives them a sense of being dominant 

and taking care of the woman in the relationship.  When done in moderation, sajiao 

           “               C                    v ” (Z      2012                     -

Wang 2011).  Sajiao should also be done authentically.  One of the men interviewed 

by Hunt (2011)         “…                                  sajiao it is. I do truly like 

the kind of sajiao that goes in an instinctive manner, one that's more natural and 

simple-hearted. But if the sajiao is intentionally for some certain purposes, then I 

guess I                         .”   

Sajiao has been reported to play an important role in dating and romantic 

relationships in Taiwan and China (Hunt 2011; Zhai 2010; Zitong 2012).  The 

foreign-ness of sajiao for Westerners learning Mandarin and/or visiting a Chinese-

speaking country has been discussed by multiple authors.  While a term for sajiao 

exists in multiple East Asian languages, there is not such an equivalent term in 

English (Yueh 2012).  Yueh (2012:229) notes discussions about sajiao with 

American friends, in which they were able to recognize the behavior (s)he was 

describing; however, the difference for them as compared to native Taiwanese was 

that the practice did not have cultural significance in their L1 (U.S. English).  
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Internet-based opinion pieces (Hunt 2011; Larson-Wang 2011; Zhai 2010) have 

attempted to explain the notion of sajiao to foreigners interested in the dating scene 

in China/Taiwan.  These authors claim that the Chinese view of relationships is very 

different from the Western view.  For instance, Zhai (2010) reports that one of the 

                                  C                                     “          ” 

(zhaogu) one another; a woman takes care of her man, and he in turn takes care of 

her by lavishing her wi                  “                                  .”  A       

crucial concept in Chinese relationships as mentioned by Zhai (2010) includes guan 

“        ”                           W                           (               

Larson-Wang 2011) but in Ch                                     “          ” 

someone.   

According to an opinion piece by Larson-Wang (2011), for instance, while 

Chinese men like women doing sajiao                               “         

             v   ”         v          .  Western men reportedly react negatively to 

sajiao             v                    “                    ” (      -Wang 2011).  

Westerners have negative reactions to sajiao         “W                           -

sufficiency, independence and self-confidence in bo                ” (      -

Wang 2011).  Given these reviews of sajiao, I further explored American attitudes 

toward the style in interviews in Taipei, the results of which are presented in 

Chapter 5. 

Zitong (2012:8) likewise noted a difference in perception of sajiao between 

         W                 “         sajiao behavior does not have the negative 

                C                                                 ”.  Z      (2012) 
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provides no further explanation of what a sajiao-type of speech would look like in 

English and/or how it would be perceived, however.  There is a lack of scholarly 

research on how sajiao (in English and in Mandarin) is perceived by non-native 

Mandarin speakers.  This dissertation is an attempt at moving our understanding of 

foreigners acquiring sajiao in a more scholarly direction; quantitative methods have 

been used to assess the accuracy of previous generalizations about sajiao. 

 

1.2.3.2. Moving toward new understandings of sajiao 

It is generally believed in popular culture that sajiao    “     ’        ”.  

Indeed, Yueh (2012) found more instances of women than of men using sajiao in her 

Taipei fieldwork, both when talking with men and with other women.  Between two 

women, sajiao can take on the meaning    “       ” (Y    2012).  F                

only two instances of sajiao           ’  (200 )      v                              

clerks.  Likewise, Chuang (2005:22) directly states that it is unacceptable for men in 

Taiwanese society to use sajiao: “   … ould be mocked as sissys if they exhibit 

traits of infantilized speech, except in the cases when they deliberately affect such a 

speech to remind a woman of her minor status, to tease her, or to show paternal 

            v      .”   

However, more recent descriptions of sajiao in a scholarly vein have added 

new layers of complexity to our understanding of the style.  Despite its link with 

traditional Chinese/Taiwanese gender roles in which a man takes care of a woman, 

sajiao has also been reported to have a sort of implicit power for 

Taiwanese/Chinese females (Chuang 2005; Zitong 2012).  Chuang (2005:24) claims 
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that while in the past sajiao was a part of the habitus (Bourdieu 1973) of 

Chinese/Taiwanese women who had subservient societal positions, nowadays the 

meaning of cuteness is undergoing transformation in Taiwanese society.  Chuang 

(2005) mentions cases at present of powerful women (for instance, a talk show host 

and a politician) using sajiao and therefore subverting its link with weakness or lack 

of power (Chuang 2005). Chuang (2005) asserts that the use of sajiao by powerful 

females has led to a gradual dissociation of sajiao                    “        ”     

gender connotations.  Chuang (2005:26) reports that a previous (male) president of 

Taiwan, Chen Shui-          “    v                           ”                

reacted very positively to that aspect of his personality. Chuang (2005:26) states 

      “    v                                                  v                     

masculinity and streng  …I                                                           

        z                                     .” 

Yueh (2012) also challenged the notion that only females use sajiao, citing 

observations of males using sajiao, furthermore in public: 1) a man sajiao-ing to his 

girlfriend in a subway, 2) sajiao between a homosexual male couple in a restaurant, 

and 3) between a male passenger and a male bus driver.  However, Yueh (2012) 

notes that unlike women, men using sajiao with their significant others is seldom 

seen in public.  

Furthermore, sajiao has also been described as having a kind of sexual power.  

If done too often to manipulate the desires of men, sajiao can evoke connotations of 

  “                              v                         ”           (Z      2012: 

10).    In fact, according to Zitong (2012), the femme fatale character in popular 
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media, including prostitutes, is represented as one who does sajiao well and easily 

seduces men. As such, sajiao can be seen as carrying a sort of implicit power.   

Likewise, Yueh (2012) identifies sajiao      “                   ”              

sort of persuasive power.  Among the different persuasive functions for sajiao use 

observed by Yueh (2012) were: greeting, negotiating, asking for help, complaining, 

refusing, giving an order, apologizing, informing, agreeing, and suggesting.  Thus, 

Y    (2012: 181)         “           sajiao in everyday life does not aim to display 

   ’                                                                          

communication functions, such as to express emotions, to avoid conflicts, to 

                                                            ’          .” 

What is more, sajiao has also been described as a negative politeness strategy 

(    200 ).      (200 )                       v     ’                   v  

politeness; negative politeness strategies are those in which the talker attends to the 

        ’        v              / is wish to have her/his actions unimpeded.  In an 

effort to achieve this goal, the talker uses strategies such as deference, apology, 

conventionally indirect language, and hedging, to name a few.  Lin (2005: 119), 

                       v     ’                 “                    ”                 

negative politeness, states that the childlike and high-pitched voice quality of sajiao 

is indicative of an adult humbling her/himself and showing deference.   

In her corpus of persuasive sales talk from fieldwork done in Taiwan, Lin 

(2005) found that negative politeness was used more often than positive politeness.  

Specifically, the most common negative politeness strategies used were hedging, 

showing deference, and indirect speech acts, respectively.  There were only two 
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instances of sajiao use, both from female salespersons speaking with male 

customers, one of whom was a doctor.  According to Lin (2005), there was, therefore, 

a power differential between the interactants that would not have been the same if 

the customer was, for instance, a female.  Lin (2005:119-120) explains that sajiao 

was used when the request being made by the salesperson was not legitimate, for 

          “C          v          !”  I                                                

sajiao when they had no other form of persuasion at their disposal.  Lin (2005: 120) 

claims that sajiao was used relatively little across salespersons for this reason; while 

                    v                                  ’                            

sold if used over other persuasive strategies.   

 

1.2.3.3. Contexts for sajiao use 

While it has commonly been assumed to be a private speech act, according to 

the observations of Yueh (2012), sajiao is not limited to private behavior; it also 

occurs frequently in public and is publicly acceptable in Taiwanese society.  Yueh 

(2012) cites multiple observations of sajiao being used in public settings.   

As for formality, it has been reported that sajiao is used in both informal and 

formal settings.  Chuang (2005) reported that one of her female interviewees, a 26-

year-old sales representative, said that it was sometimes necessary for her to act 

            .  S             “                                 sajiao or act cute 

would be disadvantaged at work, because people would think that she has a 

                   ” (C      200 :24).  C      (200 )                       

women of higher standing in the workplace, for instance in managerial positions, 
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may not use sajiao, as it may undermine their position of authority.  Yueh (2012: 14) 

argued that sajiao is increasingly becoming a form of polite talk in 

professional/business interactions, citing observations of its use in business settings 

such as telephone customer service and department stores in Taiwan.  Yueh (2012) 

reported, however, that (s)he did not notice people using sajiao in formal settings or 

in business interactions in Shanghai, thus highlighting the importance of keeping 

conclusions local.  To investigate whether sajiao is indeed used in public and private, 

formal and informal interactions, I included these factors as levels in the design of 

my role-play task, described in Chapter 4. 

 

1.2.3.4. Gestural and stylistic components of sajiao 

Zitong (2012) addresses some of the non-verbal components of sajiao in her 

discussion of sajiao as an aspect of feizhuliu (non-mainstream) mainland Chinese 

culture in which young females negotiate and perform their feminine identities. 

Zitong (2012) describes the performance of sajiao, particularly prominent in 

personal photos on the internet, as the enlarging of the pupils, use of blush, and 

pursing of the lips, as the sajiao-er looks directly at the camera and puts a finger up 

to her lips.  This performance of identity, described by Zitong (2012) as infantile yet 

at the same time sexually inviting, is indicative of shifting modern-day negotiations 

of feminine subjectivities.  Zitong (2012) also mentions the batting of the eyelashes 

as a kinesic element of sajiao.  Some other non-verbal/kinesic features of sajiao 

highlighted by Farris (1991) were smiling, eye-rolling, and shoulder-twisting.  Yueh 

(2012)                                                                             “I 
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   ’      ”    v                                    s stiffly, and gazing wide-eyed 

and in an upward direction at the person receiving the sajiao.  Sajiao may also 

  v  v                                                                ’          

       ’           (Y    2012).  S                                  “               

        ”                        sajiao style, for instance Hello Kitty merchandise, 

hot pink hair accessories, lollipops, and cartoon paraphernalia (Zitong 2012: 10).  

The stylistic, gestural, and linguistic elements of sajiao combine to convey an 

“                            -          ” (    ). 

 

1.2.3.5. Linguistic Correlates of Sajiao 

Table 1.1 below presents a summary of the general linguistic and acoustic 

descriptions of sajiao given in previous literature.  Three of the major characteristics 

of sajiao to have been reported in the literature are the use of first person pronoun 

人家 renjia, use of terms of endearment like 老爸 laoba and 親愛的 qinaide, and the 

use of sentence final particles like 啦 la, 嗎 ma, 啊 a, and 嚄 oh (Chan 1997; Chuang 

2005; Ko 2009; Yueh 2012). These sentence-final particles have been described as 

“          ”                                                      q        . .      

them sound less forceful (Lin 2005: 109).  Furthermore, it has been claimed that 

sentence-final particles are used more often by females than by males (Chan 1997).  

Confirming this claim, Lin (2005) found that the female salespersons in her/his 

study used almost four times as many sentence-final particles as male salespersons.  

Sajiao has also been claimed to involve reduplication of monosyllabic words and/or 
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entire phrases, syntactic/lexical forms in which the speaker presents her/himself as 

incapable or helpless (e.g., 我也不知道 wo ye bu zhidao “I         ’      ”)          

use of tag questions like 好不好 haobuhao (“    ”?) (Yueh 2012). 

From an auditory standpoint, the claims made in the literature about sajiao 

converge on six major characteristics of it, all of which have been discussed in a 

general fashion and none of which have been investigated through acoustic analysis.  

The first is that overall pitch is raised in sajiao (Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Yueh 

2012).  The second is vowel lengthening (Chan 1997; Chuang 2005).  Chan (1997) 

does not mention the context for vowel lengthening in sajiao, for instance whether it 

occurs sentence-medially or -finally, in stressed words or words which are 

themselves linked with sajiao. Chuang (2005) only mentions it with reference to 

prolonging sentence-final particles, which are themselves associated with sajiao.  

The third feature of sajiao discussed in the literature is rising intonation 

(Chan 1997; Yueh 2012).  While Yueh (2012) does not specifically list the contextual 

requirements for such rising intonation, from the examples she gives, it seems that 

she is referring to rising intonation phrase- or sentence-finally. Chan (1997), on the 

other hand, does not explicitly state that rising intonation is an aspect of the sajiao 

style of speech, though it is mentioned in the article more generally as an aspect of 

         “             .”       ourth feature of sajiao to have been discussed in 

the literature is slower speech rate/tempo, though what exactly the authors who 

stated this meant – i.e. vowel lengthening across an entire utterance or longer 

pauses between utterances, or both – is not clear (Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Yueh 
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2012).  For example, in the description of one observed instance of sajiao use, Yueh 

(2012: 132) reported that the sajiao-   “                                            

                                   .”                             “              ” 

   “          ”             .                                     x          C       2. 

Two additional acoustic aspects of sajiao are also listed in Table 1.1.  They 

were not addressed for this dissertation for the sake of simplicity but would make 

an excellent topic for future research.   Sajiao                         v  v    “      

     ”    “      v    ” (C    1997; C      200 ; Y    2012).  H   v                  

which if any acoustic parameters the authors were using in making this assumption; 

for instance, listeners have been known to confuse vowel height with nasality 

(Beddor et al. 1986; Hawkins and Stevens 1985; Krakow et al. 1988).  Finally, some 

authors have said sajiao   v  v   “                     ”               of consonants 

in a manner reminiscent of childlike speech (Yueh 2012: 168).  However, this last 

feature has only been described in linguistic terms by Chan (1997: 39-40) quoting 

Zhang (1995) as the pronunciation of aspirated consonants with less aspiration, so 

that the distinction between aspirated and unaspirated consonants becomes blurred.  

Alternatively, it may be the pronunciation of consonants with contact between 

                            “      ”                        (C    1997: 39-40, quoting 

Zhang 1995). W                “      ”                               ; C    (1997) 

                      Z     (199 )       “           .”  
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Table 1.1. Features of sajiao reported in previous literature 
Sajiao Feature Authors who discuss it 
General/Linguistic Features of Sajiao 

First person pronoun 人家 renjia Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Farris 1991; Ko 
2009; Yueh 2012 
 

Terms of endearment like 老爸 laoba and 親

愛的 qinaide 
 

Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Ko 2009; Yueh 
2012 
 

Sentence-final particles like 啦 la, 嗎 ma, 啊

a, and 嚄 oh 

Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Farris 1991; Ko 
2009; Yueh 2012 

  
The phrases 好不好 haobuhao “    ?”     

拜托 baituo “      ” 

Ko (2009); Yueh (2012) 

  
Reduplication of monosyllabic words and/or 
entire phrases 
 

Chuang 2005; Yueh (2012) 

Syntactic/lexical forms in which the speaker 
presents her/himself as incapable or 
helpless, (e.g., 我也不知道 wo ye bu zhidao “I 

        ’      ”) 
 

Yueh (2012) 

Acoustic features 
High pitch Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Lin 2005; Yueh 

2012; Zitong 2012 
 

(Vowel) lengthening (sometimes described 
          “           ”) 
 

Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Lin 2005 
 

Rising intonation Chan 1997; Yueh 2012 
 

(“S        ”           /”              ”) (Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Ko 2009; Yueh 
2012) 
 

Slower speech rate Chan 1997; Farris 1991; Lin 2005; Yueh 
2012 
Not clear what is meant by this. 
 

Nasal style or nasal voice Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Farris 1991; Lin 
2005; Yueh 2012 
 

“S                    ”                  
consonants in a manner reminiscent of 
childlike speech 

Yueh 2012: 168, Chan (1997: 39-40) quoting 
Zhang 1995 
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1.2.3.6. Use of sajiao by American L2 learners of Mandarin Chinese 

Only one study thus far has addressed whether Americans acquire sajiao in 

their Mandarin speech. Ko (2009) investigated whether amount of time spent in a 

Chinese-speaking area affected the degree to which female CSL learners used 

aspects of sajiao in their speech. Ko (2009: 38) focused on five different 

characteristics of sajiao: “         ” (                        (        ) 人家 renjia 

‘I’              endearment like 老爸 laoba ‘   ’  親愛的 qinaide ‘          ’      

老公 laogong ‘     ’)  “  q          ” (   -use of 請 qing ‘      ’             q     

word), sentence-final particles (耶 ye, 啦 la, 啊 a     .)  “                ” (          

phrases/words 好不好 haobuhao or 拜托 baituo), and intonation (referring to when 

          “                    ”).                                            v  

scenarios in the form of video clips and then asked to record themselves speaking in 

those scenarios, taking on a role of one of the characters in each video. Ko found that 

                                       “C      -              ” (                  

Australia, and Canada) showed greater use of some aspects of the sajiao       (“    

      ”   q            “                 ”               )                 

(sentence-final particles), in their speaking than learners who spent less time in a 

Mandarin-speaking place. Crucially, however, Ko (2009) did not consider male 

                     .                      ’  (2009)       by including male 

participants. 
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This dissertation is also a contribution to our understanding of the sajiao 

style, including the kinds of social meaning that are associated with sajiao in 

perception, whether males use sajiao in addition to females, whether formality and 

publicness affect sajiao use, and whether non-native speakers show the same kinds 

of patterns as native speakers in their perceptions and/or use of sajiao.  

Furthermore, this dissertation takes a new, multi-faceted approach to examining 

sajiao through using various methods: interviews, perception and production tasks, 

and acoustic analysis.  

 

1.2.4. Methods: Motivations 

I have employed multiple methods in this dissertation: acoustic analysis, 

interviews, role-play scenarios, and a perception experiment.  These methods were 

selected based on their potential to answer my research questions.  Furthermore, 

using multiple methods allowed me to incorporate more naturalistic data (from the 

interviews) with more controlled data (from the perception and production tasks).   

First, I conducted interviews with Americans in Taiwan in order to find out 

which social meanings are associated with sajiao.  Next, a perception task was used 

to determine whether non-native speakers acquire native-like social meanings 

associated with a target language speech style in perception.  However, in order to 

determine which social meanings were associated with sajiao in perception, it was 

first necessary to do acoustic analysis of the stimuli used in the experiment.  Thus, 

Chapter 2 presents the first acoustic analysis of sajiao; previous descriptions of the 

style have been impressionistic.  Next, a production task was used to determine 
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whether L2 learners would produce a target language speech style in the same 

contexts as native speakers.  For this task, I employed role play scenarios, motivated 

by Ko (2009), who investigated whether American females would use sajiao in their 

Mandarin speech.  I intended to do a similar task but include male talkers to see 

whether results would differ based on talker gender.  Furthermore, the same 

participants who completed the role play task also completed the perception 

experiment beforehand.  That way I was able to investigate correlations between 

    v      ’                sajiao and the amount of sajiao they used.  Taken 

together, the findings from the perception and production task were intended to 

determine whether L2 learners show native-like patterns in the perception and 

production of a target language style.  Finally, it was necessary to re-visit the 

interviews with Americans living in Taiwan for explanations as to why Americans 

listeners did not find sajiao to be pleasant-sounding, whereas L1 listeners did. 

As for the perception task, I decided to use the matched-guise technique, first 

employed in the early work of Lambert (c.f. Anisfeld, Bogo, and Lambert 1962) and 

adapted to include manipulations of the sound signal in later work (Campbell-Kibler 

2007, 2009; Kirtley 2011; Levon 2006, 2007).  The basic idea behind the matched 

guise technique is that naïve listeners hear the same talkers in multiple guises and 

rate them for social characteristics.  By using the same voices but changing the 

dialect or accent of the voice across guises, the researcher may deduce that any 

differences in perceptions of social characteristics are due to dialect/accent.  I chose 

to import this technique into the study of L2 variation, as it has provided very 
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fruitful results in the study of L1 variation (cf. Anisfeld, Bogo, and Lambert 1962; 

Campbell-Kibler 2007; Levon 2006, 2007; Purnell et al. 1999).  

For instance, Purnell et al. (1999) found that a single talker was least likely to 

obtain an appointment to view available housing in a primarily White-populated 

area when using Chicano English in leaving a voice message for a housing agent, 

next least likely to receive a callback when leaving a message using AAVE, and most 

likely to obtain an appointment when using Standard English.  Also employing a 

matched guise technique, Campbell-Kibler (2007) found that talkers received lower 

education and articulateness ratings and were more likely to be described as a 

‘       ’          –in guises than in their –ing guises.  The matched guise technique 

was appropriate for my purposes, as it allowed me to examine what participants 

thought of the same person when (s)he was using sajiao versus when (s)he was not 

using sajiao.  Since my focus was on listener perceptions of an entire style, sajiao, I 

decided not to manipulate any linguistic variables in my stimuli.   

Thus, I employed multiple methods to answer my primary research question 

of whether L2 learners acquire native-like understanding and use of a target 

language speech style.  As opposed to previous work, I have focused on the 

acquisition of an entire style.  Furthermore, I have included male participants to 

broaden previous descriptions of sajiao.  Before I could determine whether 

American learners acquire the sajiao style, I first needed to create a more thorough 

description of the style than has been offered in previous literature.  This acoustic 

description of the sajiao style is provided in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2: Acoustic analysis of sajiao 

2.1. Methods 

For this chapter, I investigated four of the claims made about sajiao in 

previous work: 1) that sajiao has higher overall pitch, 2) that it involves vowel 

lengthening, 3) that it involves slower speech rate, and 4) that it has sentence-final 

rising intonation. I also investigated one additional feature – creaky voice – that has 

not been mentioned in the literature.  I noticed while initially listening to the data 

that some tokens had more creaky voice than others, even when the tokens were 

produced by the same participant.  Therefore, I decided to include creaky voice as a 

factor in my analysis.   

First I discuss Dataset 1, a collection of 200 tokens produced by five native 

Taiwanese Mandarin speakers, which shows that higher mean pitch, sentence final 

vowel lengthening, and absence of creak are all aspects of sajiao, while high-rising 

terminal intonation and slower speech rate are not.  Next, I discuss Dataset 2, a 

collection of the recordings used as stimuli in the perception experiment, which 

confirms that higher mean pitch and sentence-final vowel lengthening are features 

of sajiao.   

 

2.1.1. Stimuli: Dataset 1 and Dataset 2 

Dataset 1 consisted of four repetitions of each of five single Mandarin 

sentences spoken in non-sajiao and sajiao guises (listed in Table 2.1 below).  Each of 

the five talkers was asked to say each sentence as naturally as possible in a sajiao 

style and in a non-sajiao style.  For each talker, therefore, there were a total of 40 
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tokens (5 sentences x 2 guises x 4 repetitions), for a total of 200 tokens across my 

five talkers.  All talkers for Dataset 1 were between the ages of 20 and 30 years old.  

Talkers recorded themselves in .wav format and e-mailed the recordings to me.  The 

five sentences contained d         “         ”;                                  -

final particle, two ended in content words, and one ended in the Mandarin question 

         “  ”.  I                                                               

investigate whether sentence-final lengthening in sajiao takes place on vowels in 

sentence-final words or only on the vowels of sentence-final particles, as a 

distinction has not been made in previous work (cf. Chan 1997; Chuang 2005).  Four 

of the five native talkers were female; it was important to focus on native females in 

this Dataset to confirm/refute previous descriptions of sajiao that described it as a 

feminine speech style in Taiwan.  An analysis based on gender would be interesting 

but is beyond the scope of this dissertation; however, I included one male voice to 

inform future work exploring this question.   

Table 2.1. Acoustic analysis: Sentences used in Dataset 1 
Chinese Pinyin English End Word Type 

那個電影不好看啦  à     à  ǐ    ù 
        n la. 

       v       ’  
good. 

Sentence-final 
particle 
 

快點告訴我啊     i          osu     
a. 

Come on, tell me 
faster! 

Sentence-final 
particle 
 

我想要跟你談談 W   x              n     
        n. 

I’                    
you. 

Content word 
(tan=discuss) 
 

那個菜好辣    ge c  i         . That food is really 
spicy. 

Content word 
(la=spicy) 
 

我們約三點見面好

嗎？  

W           s          
j             o ma? 

   ’          3:00  
okay? 

Question particle 
(ma) 
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Dataset 2 consisted of one repetition of a single target sentence used in the 

perception experiment, spoken in a sajiao and a non-sajiao guise by both native and 

non-native Mandarin talkers.  None of the talkers were the same talkers who 

contributed to Dataset 1.  The tokens used in the perception experiment were 

recordings of the target sentence as spoken by eight talkers: two Taiwanese L1 

Mandarin females (L1-F1 and L1-F2), two Taiwanese L1 Mandarin males (L1-M1 

and L1-M2), two American L2 Mandarin females (L2-F1 and L2-F2), and two 

American L2 Mandarin males (L2-M1 and L2-M2).  Talkers were told to say the 

target sentence as naturally as possible in a sajiao style and in a non-sajiao style.  

The utterance was as follows: 

Mandarin: 我們一定要看那個電影嗎？ 我比較想看別的呢。 

Pinyin:  ǒ     ī ì    à   à   à      à  ǐ     ? Wǒ  ǐj à  x ǎ    à    é   (  ). 
English: Do we have to go to see that movie? I kind of want to see the other one.   

 
The tokens in Dataset 2 were not completely controlled for syntax across guises.  

Namely, in the sajiao guise, talkers added a sentence-final particle.  Since I was 

investigating learner perceptions of a second language style, it would have been 

artificial to remove sentence-final particles in the sajiao guise.  I recorded five of the 

talkers in private residences or other quiet spaces in Taiwan using a Zoom H2n 

recorder.  The three other talkers recorded themselves in .wav format and e-mailed 

the recording to me.   
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Table 2.2.  Talkers who produced the experimental stimuli (Dataset 2) 
Talker ID TalkerFrom TalkerAge Recording Instrument 
L1F1 Taiwan 25-35 range Zoom H2 
L1F2 Taiwan 25-35 range Personal recording device 
L1M1 Taiwan 25-35 range Personal recording device 
L1M2 Taiwan 25-35 range Zoom H2n 
L2F1 U.S. 25-35 range Personal recording device 
L2F2 U.S. 25 Zoom H2n 
L2M1 U.S. 26 Zoom H2n 
L2M2 U.S. 38 Zoom H2n 

 

 

2.2. Analysis 

For all talkers in both Dataset 1 and Dataset 2, I first optimized the Praat 

settings for each talker in order to minimize pitch tracking errors.  Next, I measured 

utterance duration and medial and final vowel durations.  Speech rate was 

calculated as the duration of the sentence (in milliseconds) divided by the number 

of syllables in the sentence.  For syllables per second measurements in Dataset 2, I 

averaged together syllable per second measurements for the two sentences of the 

target utterance.  Given the nature of the task for both Datasets 1 and 2, I expected 

few pauses in the middle of sentences.  However, for Dataset 2 there was a pause in 

between the two sentences of the target utterance, so I was able to measure pause 

length as a potential factor in speech rate.   

To investigate vowel lengthening, I measured a medial vowel in the token in 

addition to the final vowel of the token.  The medial vowel I measured for each 

                                                 2.1.              “      ” v      

was a monophthongal vowel located in a sentence-medial content word that 

                        “      ”                 ( . ., as far as possible from sentence 
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boundaries, based on number of syllables).  For one sentence, I had to use a medial 

word that contained a diphthongal vowel.  I then converted each of the medial/final 

vowel measurements to a percentage of the total sentence length to normalize 

across speakers.  My measurements for both vowel and sentence length were based 

on formant structures observed in the spectrogram and their correlated patterns in 

the waveform.  Vowels were measured from the point where vowel-appropriate 

formants could be seen to either the point where the vowel began to transition into 

the following sound or to the point where I could no longer see more than two 

formants.  I therefore included transitional segments in all of my measurements.  

For measurements of vowel duration in Dataset 2, I only measured the duration of 

the final vowel in the first sentence.  This was because some participants added a 

sentence-final particle in the second sentence after 別的 “     ” (             呢 

“  ”)                     .           v                              I       

whether or not the token contained creaky voice.  In order to keep this initial 

analysis of creak as simple as possible, I did not observe gradient levels of creak.  

Instead, I noted whether each token contained any creaky voice; if the token had any 

amount of creak, it was coded as creaky since this is the most conservative approach. 

Next, I made a duplicate copy of each sound file and used Praat to delete 

segments of the utterance that were creaky, as creaky voice greatly affects 

calculations of average pitch, particularly for female talkers (cf. Frazier n.d.; 

Mendoza-Denton 2011). I also deleted any segments that seemed to be errors in 

     ’                            .  The majority of tokens did not require substantial 
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deletions.  I then obtained minimum, maximum, and mean pitch in hertz using 

     ’  “G        ”         .  I did the measurements in this way as opposed to doing 

them by hand since the latter method would have been considerably more time-

consuming.  Minimum and maximum pitch and pitch range were measured in 

addition to mean pitch because it was not clear from previous descriptions of sajiao 

        “            ”                               (              x     

pitch both being raised) and/or a wider pitch range.  Using an online converter 

(http://www2.ling.su.se/staff/hartmut/umrechnung.htm), I converted all hertz 

measurements to ERB (Equivalent Rectangular Bandwidth), as ERB has been 

identified as one of the most reliable psychoacoustic measures of intonational 

equivalence (cf. Nolan 2003). For an ERB measurement for pitch range, I subtracted 

the minimum pitch (ERB) from the maximum pitch (ERB).    

As for intonation, I noted from the Praat pitch tracker whether each of the 

tokens finished with rising, falling, or flat intonation.  I only investigated sentence-

final intonation, as Yueh (2012) seemed to suggest that rising intonation in sajiao 

only takes place sentence-finally.  I confirmed the Praat pitch contour with my own 

ears, and in the very few cases where there was a disagreement, I went with the 

auditory analysis.   

For the set of 200 tokens, I investigated the measurements across 

participants for any trends or patterns.  Next, I fit the continuous data (pitch and 

vowel measurements) to linear regression models (R Core Team 2013), with sajiao 

as the independent variable.  I fit the categorical data (e.g., presence/absence of 

creak, presence/absence of rising intonation) to a logistic regression model, again 

http://www2.ling.su.se/staff/hartmut/umrechnung.htm
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with sajiao as the independent variable.  For analysis involving phonetic variables 

present in the final word of the sentence, an interaction between word type and 

sajiao was tested as a predicting variable.  Only significant results are reported 

below.  There were too few tokens in Dataset 2 for meaningful statistical analysis.  

Thus, the data are reported and then discussed in a comparison with the larger, 

more controlled Dataset 1. 

 

2.3 . Results 

2.3.1. Acoustic analysis of Dataset 1: 200 native Mandarin speaker tokens 

2.3.1.1. Pitch 

 Mean pitch in ERB was significantly higher in the sajiao guise (p<0.001) for 

Dataset 1.  This is presented in the model in Table 2.3.  This trend was equally 

robust for all five talkers. 

Table 2.3. Dataset 1: Coefficients of fixed effects for model fit to mean pitch (in ERB); 
higher coefficients indicate higher mean pitch 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
(Intercept) 5.0776 0.1268 40.030 p<0.001 
Sajiao 0.8783 0.1794 4.896 p<0.001 

 

Table 2.4. Dataset 1: Average mean pitch across guises.  The higher pitch 
measurement across guises is in bold. 

 Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises Combined 

MeanPitch(ERB) 5.08 5.96 5.52 

 

In addition to mean pitch, maximum pitch was also significantly higher in the 

sajiao guise (p<0.001) (Table 2.6). 
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Table 2.5. Dataset 1: Maximum pitch across guises.  The higher pitch measurement 
across guises is in bold. 

 Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises Combined 

MaxPitch(ERB) 6.22 7.33 6.77 

 

 
Table 2.6. Dataset 1: Coefficients of fixed effects for model fit to maximum pitch (in 
ERB); higher coefficients indicate higher maximum pitch 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
(Intercept) 6.2180 0.1648 37.728 p<0.001 
Sajiao 1.1134 0.2331 4.777 p<0.001 

 

Taken together, these results suggest that mean pitch is in fact higher in 

utterances containing sajiao, as observed by multiple authors (Chan 1997; Chuang 

2005; Yueh 2012).  Furthermore, maximum pitch is also higher in sajiao.  However, 

minimum pitch was not significantly higher and pitch range was not significantly 

wider in the sajiao guise.  It is possible that different speakers used different 

strategies to raise mean/maximum pitch in sajiao; for instance, some may have 

shifted the whole contour up whereas others shifted their contours to be more 

dynamic. 

 

2.3.1.2. Vowel duration 

 There was not a significant difference in medial vowel length across the non-

sajiao and sajiao guises.  Final vowels, on the other hand, were significantly longer in 

the sajiao guise (p<0.001), as shown in the model in Table 2.8 below.  This trend 

was carried by the sentences containing sentence-final content words, for which 

vowels were significantly longer in the sajiao guise (p<0.01).  There was not a clear 

trend for sentences containing sentence-final question particles. Tokens containing 
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other sentence-final particles trended in the same direction as content words but 

the difference in final vowel length across guises was not significant if tested on its 

own.  In the model for       v                     2.8                         “        

    .”                                   sajiao and type of end word; there was 

more lengthening of final content words than of sentence-final question particles in 

sajiao (p<0.05).  The raw averages to support this trend are presented in Table 2.7.   

Table 2.7. Dataset 1: Average final vowel duration across guises, calculated as a 
percentage of total sentence length and shown by end word.  The longer vowel 
across guises is shown in bold. 

EndWord Non-Sajiao Sajiao Both Guises Combined 

ContentWord 17.71 22.84 20.28 

OtherParticle 17.79 19.74 18.76 

QuestionParticle 15.44 15.17 15.30 

 
 
Table 2.8.  Dataset 1: Coefficients of fixed effects for model fit to final vowel 
duration, calculated as percentage of total sentence length); larger coefficients in the 
‘        ’                                               v           v              
length. 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
(Intercept)  17.70814 1.08332 16.346 p<0.001 
Sajiao 5.13561 1.53204 3.352 p<0.001 
EndWord=OtherParticle 0.07928 1.53204 0.052 p=0.96 
EndWord=QuestionParticle -2.26679 1.87636 -1.208 p=0.23 
Sajiao:EndWord=OtherParticle -3.18217 2.16664 -1.469 p=0.14 
Sajiao:EndWord=QuestionParticle -5.41126 2.65358 -2.039 p<0.05 

 

One potential explanation for the finding that final vowel lengthening is particularly 

significant for sentence-final content words in sajiao because there is not a 

sentence-final particle (itself associated with sajiao according to previous 

descriptions) present to signal sajiao. 

 Taken together, these findings confirm the notion that sajiao involves 

sentence-final lengthening (Chuang 2005).  Furthermore, these data show that the 
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        “        ”                       lengthening that takes place; lengthening is 

particularly prominent for sentence-final content words. 

 

2.3.1.3. Speech rate 

 Overall sentence length was not significantly different between the guises.  

Number of syllables per second, on the other hand, was approaching significance 

(p=0.08), though not in the expected direction.  As shown in Tables 2.9 and 2.10 

below, there were actually more syllables per second (=a faster speech rate) in the 

sajiao guise than in the non-sajiao guise. 

Table 2.9. Dataset 1: Average number of syllables per second across guises 

 Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises Combined 

# of Syllables per Second 0.18 0.19 0.19 

 
 
Table 2.10.  Dataset 1: Coefficients of fixed effects for model fit to speech rate; 
higher coefficients indicate more syllables per second 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
(Intercept) 0.188985    0.004146   45.585    p<2e-16 
Sajiao 0.010161    0.005863    1.733    p=0.08 

 

 Thus, it appears that descriptions of sajiao containing a slower speech rate 

(c.f. Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Yueh 2012) may be incorrect.  Alternatively, when 

authors referred to speech rate they may have been referring to vowel lengthening 

or pause length rather than articulation rate.   

 

2.3.1.4. Sentence-final intonation 

 There were slightly more tokens in the sajiao guise containing rising 

intonation, but this difference did not reach significance.  This provides 
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counterevidence to the descriptions of previous authors who stated that sajiao 

involved rising intonation (c.f. Chan 1997; Yueh 2012).  While there was not a 

significant difference in rising intonation sentence-finally across the sajiao versus 

non-sajiao tokens in my data, it is possible that the authors were referring to rising 

intonation patterns elsewhere in the sentence.   

Table 2.11. Dataset 1: Sentence-final intonation across guises 

 Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises Combined 

# Rising 18 24 42 

# Falling 45 41 86 

# Flat 17 15 32 

 

 

2.3.1.5. Creak 

 There were significantly fewer sajiao tokens than non-sajiao tokens 

containing creak (p<0.01).  This is shown in Table 2.12 and in the model in Table 

2.13. 

Table 2.12. Dataset 1: Creak across guises 

 Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises Combined 

Creak - YES 43 28 89 

Creak - NO 37 52 71 

 
 
Table 2.13.  Coefficients of fixed effects for model fit to presence of creak; higher 
coefficients indicate higher likelihood of presence of creak 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Sajiao -0.8401      0.2946   -2.852   p<0.01 

 

One potential explanation for this finding is that creak was correlated with pitch; 

when there was higher pitch, there seemed to be less creak.  Another possibility is 

that creak is associated with a style that is incompatible with sajiao, such as one that 
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                        “        ” (  .                                                   

English in Mendoza-Denton 2011).  In addition, Grivicic and Nilep (2004: 8) found 

                                               x          (        “    ”)           “  

dispreference to continue the current topic, or a disalignment with the primary 

       .”         x                       v                           -up work. 

 

2.3.1.6. Conclusions: Dataset 1 

The analysis of Dataset 1 demonstrates that in the sajiao style, mean pitch is 

higher, final vowels are longer (particularly for content words), and there is less 

creak.  Sajiao does not, however, involve slower speech rate in the form of fewer 

syllables per second or high rising terminal intonation.  Furthermore, even though I 

could not statistically test for talker gender, there were two ways in which the 

patterns for the male talker differed from those of the female talkers.  First, the male 

talker did not have creak in any of his tokens, whereas female talkers did.  Second, 

the male talker did not have longer final vowels (on average) in the sajiao guise, 

whereas the female talkers did.  Whether these differences are due to gender will 

need to be explored in follow-up work. 

 

2.3.2. Acoustic analysis of Dataset 2: Sajiao and non-sajiao tokens used in the 

perception experiment 

The analysis of the 200 native speaker tokens showed that final vowel length, 

higher mean pitch, and less creaky voice are characteristic of the sajiao style, 

whereas medial vowel lengthening, high rising terminal intonation, and slower 
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speech rate in the form of fewer syllables per second are not.  In order to determine 

whether the results from the perception experiment were due to these features of 

sajiao, I performed acoustic analysis on the target stimuli used in the perception 

experiment (Dataset 2).  Then, the number of phonetic cues for sajiao present in 

each stimulus was tested as a predictor of behavior on the perception test, the 

results of which are presented in Chapter 3. 

2.3.2.1. Pitch 

Table 2.14 presents pitch measurements for the experimental tokens.  Mean 

pitch was higher in the sajiao guise than in the non-sajiao guise for all of the female 

voices.  These results corroborate the trend found in Dataset 1 of higher pitch in 

sajiao.  However, it is interesting to note that two out of the four male talkers had 

equal or lower pitch in the sajiao guise, which is different from the male talker in 

Dataset 1 who had higher pitch in the sajiao guise.  The findings for males from 

Dataset 2 suggest that male versions of sajiao may not necessarily involve higher 

mean pitch.  Table 2.14 also presents the minimum and maximum pitch 

                 R                         ’ sajiao and non-sajiao tokens; 

maximum pitch was higher in the sajiao guise for six out of eight talkers, and 

minimum pitch was also higher in the sajiao guise for six out of eight talkers.  

Furthermore, pitch range was wider in the sajiao guise for six out of the eight talkers.   
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Table 2.14. Dataset 2: Minimum, maximum, range, and average pitch (in ERB) for 
target speakers in the non-sajiao and sajiao guises. The higher measurement across 
guises is in bold. 
Talker Guise Min Pitch  Max Pitch Mean Pitch  Pitch Range 
L1-F1 Non-sajiao 4.31 6.55 5.29 3.2 
L1-F1 Sajiao 4.86 7.71 6.19 4.21 
L1-F2 Non-sajiao 4.19 7.23 5.47 4.25 
L1-F2 Sajiao 4.37 7.41 5.73 4.31 
L2-F1 Non-sajiao 4.53 7.87 5.82 4.78 
L2-F1 Sajiao 5.13 7.71 6.05 3.92 
L2-F2 Non-sajiao 4.73 6.88 5.74 3.19 
L2-F2 Sajiao 4.89 7.22 6.05 3.49 
L1-M1 Non-sajiao 2.66 4.9 3.68 2.78 
L1-M1 Sajiao 2.98 5.37 3.95 3.06 
L1-M2 Non-sajiao 2.21 3.85 3 1.97 
L1-M2 Sajiao 2.09 4.2 3 2.5 
L2-M1 Non-sajiao 2.65 4.62 3.5 2.46 
L2-M1 Sajiao 2.68 4.81 3.84 2.66 
L2-M2 Non-sajiao 2.71 5.54 3.74 3.52 
L2-M2 Sajiao 2.42 4.92 3.33 3.04 

 

Analysis of the experimental tokens has thus provided further evidence for 

the finding from Section 2.3.1.1 that sajiao involves higher mean and maximum 

pitch.  Nonetheless, there are exceptions; some talkers do not have a higher pitch in 

the sajiao guise.  Therefore, we are reminded that pitch is only one feature that 

works in conjunction with others to form the sajiao style.   

 

2.3.2.2. Vowel duration 

As seen in Table 2.15, there were three talkers whose medial vowels were 

longer in the sajiao guise than in the non-sajiao guise.   The other five talkers, 

however, had sentence-medial vowels that were either the same length or longer in 

the non-sajiao guise.  For all male talkers, the sentence-final vowel was longer in the 
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sajiao guise.1  Likewise, for two of the four female talkers, the sentence-final vowel 

was longer in the sajiao guise.  These findings agree with the findings from Dataset 1, 

in which talkers had longer final vowels in the sajiao guise. 

 

Table 2.15. Dataset 2: Measurements of medial and final vowels of the experimental 
tokens, expressed as a percentage of the total sentence.  The longer vowel is marked 
in bold. 
 Sentence-       v     (/ /    “   ”) Sentence-      v     (/ /    “  ”) 
 Non-sajiao Sajiao Non-sajiao Sajiao 
L1-F1 6% 

.149/2.59 
4% 
.11/2.518 

11% 
.294/2.59 

15% 
.39/2.518 
 

L1-F2 5% 
.109/2.11 

9% 
.17/1.84 

21% 
.437/2.11 

20% 
.36/1.84 
 

L2-F1 5% 
.11/2.15 

4% 
.1/2.5 

18% 
.38/2.15 

14% 
.36/2.5 
 

L2-F2 6% 
.18/2.82 

7% 
.18/2.56 

8% 
.23/2.82 

9% 
.24/2.56 
 

L1-M1 5% 
.09/1.68 

5% 
.08/1.56 

17% 
.28/1.68 

26% 
.4/1.56 
 

L1-M2 4% 
.06/1.38 

4% 
.06/1.44 

20% 
.27/1.38 

22% 
.31/1.44 
 

L2-M1 7% 
.11/1.57 

6% 
.09/1.49 

8% 
.13/1.57 

23% 
.34/1.49 
 

L2-M2 4% 
.06/1.45 

5% 
.08/1.75 

21% 
.31/1.45 

22% 
.39/1.75 

 
 
 These results supported findings from the acoustic analysis of Dataset 1; 

vowel lengthening took place sentence-finally but not sentence-medially.  It is also 

                                                       “  ”  v                    

                                            .                          “      

                                                           
1 This is interesting considering that the male talker in Dataset 1 did not have longer sentence-final 
vowels when using sajiao. 
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           ”    sajiao occurs not only utterance-finally but also sentence-finally 

within an utterance. 

 

 
2.3.2.3. Speech rate 

The difference in number of syllables per second across guises was slight for 

the majority of talkers.  Only one of the female talkers, L2-F2, and one of the male 

talkers, L1-M1, had fewer syllables per second in the sajiao guise than in the non-

sajiao guise.  All of the other talkers had either equal or more syllables per second in 

the sajiao guise.  This trend agrees with the finding for Dataset 1, where on average 

there was in fact a greater number of syllables per second in the sajiao guise.  Table 

2.16 illustrates this trend.  

Table 2.16. Dataset 2: Syllable per second measurements across guises. The greater 
number of syllables per second across guises is in bold. 

 Non-sajiao Sajiao 

L1-F1 0.22 0.23 

L1-F2 0.18 0.18 

L2-F1 0.19 0.23 

L2-F2 0.26 0.24 

L1-M1 0.17 0.16 

L1-M2 0.13 0.13 

L2-M1 0.14 0.16 

L2-M2 0.15 0.17 

 

 As for pause length, two of the female talkers (L1-F1 and L2-F2) and two of 

the male talkers (L1-M1 and L1-M2) had greater pause length in the sajiao guise.  

The other four talkers had greater pause length in the non-sajiao guise.  This is 

shown in Table 2.17. 
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Table 2.17. Dataset 2: Pause length (in seconds) across guises.  The longer pause 
across guises is marked in bold. 

 Non-sajiao Sajiao 

L1-F1 0.58 0.65 

L1-F2 0.15 0 

L2-F1 0.66 0.5 

L2-F2 0.31 0.58 

L1-M1 0 0.28 

L1-M2 0.18 0.3 

L2-M1 0.73 0.39 

L2-M2 0.44 0.15 

 

Taken together with the results presented in Section 2.3.1.3, these findings 

provide evidence that a slow speech rate is not a necessary component of sajiao (cf. 

Chan 1997:40; Farris 1991:202; Lin 2005:119; Yueh 2012:142).  

 

2.3.2.4. Sentence-final intonation 

With respect to sentence-final intonation, analysis of Dataset 2 supports the 

analysis of Dataset 1; sajiao does not necessarily involve rising pitch.  In fact, as 

shown in Table 2.18 below, there were no talkers who had non-rising sentence-final 

intonation in the non-sajiao guise but rising intonation in the sajiao guise.  
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Table 2.18. Dataset 2: Sentence-final intonation for experimental tokens 
Talker Sentence# Non-sajiao Sajiao 

L1-F1 First flat flat 

L1-F1 Second falling falling 

L1-F2 First flat flat 

L1-F2 Second falling falling 

L2-F1 First flat flat 

L2-F1 Second falling falling 

L2-F2 First flat flat 

L2-F2 Second flat flat 

L1-M1 First flat flat 

L1-M1 Second flat flat 

L1-M2 First flat flat 

L1-M2 Second slight rise slight rise 

L2-M1 First falling falling 

L2-M1 Second not clear not clear 

L2-M2 First flat flat 

L2-M2 Second falling flat 

 

The Praat diagrams for each of the experimental tokens (Dataset 2) can be 

found in Appendix A.  These results show that, at least for the stimuli used in the 

perception experiment, sentence-final intonation was not a factor involved in 

         ’                    sajiao style.   

 

2.3.2.5. Creak 

 There was not a clear trend for presence/absence of creak in Dataset 2 as 

there was in Dataset 1, where an absence of creak was a predictor of sajiao.  This is 

shown in Table 2.19. 
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Table 2.19. Dataset 2: Presence of creak in experimental tokens 
Talker Non-sajiao Sajiao 
L1-F1 y y 
L1-F2 n y 
L1-M1 n y 
L1-M2 y y 
L2-F1 y y 
L2-F2 n y 
L2-M1 y y 
L2-M2 y n 

  

Thus, there are conflicting accounts from Datasets 1 and 2 regarding the absence of 

creak in sajiao. 

 

2.3.2.6. Conclusions: Dataset 2 

Results from analysis of Dataset 2 support the findings for Dataset 1 that 

sajiao involves higher mean pitch and final vowel lengthening but not slower speech 

rate or rising intonation.  However, the results for creak from Dataset 2 conflicted 

with those from Dataset 1; more stimuli in Dataset 2 contained creak in the sajiao 

guise than in the non-sajiao guise.   

 

2.4. Discussion 

 Previous descriptions of sajiao claimed that it involved higher pitch (Chan 

1997; Chuang 2005; Lin 2005; Yueh 2012; Zitong 2012), vowel lengthening (Chan 

1997; Chuang 2005; Lin 2005), slower speech rate (Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Farris 

1991; Lin 2005; Yueh 2012), and rising intonation (Chan 1997; Yueh 2012).   

However, these accounts were impressionistic at best; the authors did not describe 

precisely what they meant by these descriptors.  Furthermore, previous accounts of 
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sajiao have not included descriptions of male talkers performing sajiao nor have 

they commented on the absence of creak in sajiao.  This chapter has provided the 

first acoustic description of sajiao as used by both female and male talkers and the 

first evidence that the absence of creak may be a feature of sajiao.   

Results from Datasets 1 and 2 were consistent in their results for higher 

mean pitch and sentence-final vowel lengthening in sajiao.  However, it is 

interesting to note two discrepancies between the two Datasets regarding talker 

gender and sajiao.  First, all of the males had longer final vowels in the sajiao guise in 

Dataset 2, whereas the male speaker in Dataset 1 did not have longer vowels in the 

sajiao guise.  Second, whereas the male talker in Dataset 1 had higher pitch when 

doing sajiao, two of the four male talkers in Dataset 2 actually had lower pitch when 

doing sajiao. These results as well as those from the female talkers point to the 

possibility that specific acoustic features may be used individually or in combination 

with each other to signal sajiao; in some cases talkers may raise their pitch but not 

lengthen their final vowels (L1-F2, L2-F1), in other cases they may lengthen final 

vowels but not raise their pitch (L1-M2; L2-M2), and in still other cases they may do 

both (L1-F1, L1-M1, L2-F2, L2-M1).  These results show that there are different 

        “      sajiao ”                                            v         .  

Nonetheless, judging by the fact that either higher mean pitch or final vowel 

lengthening occurs in every token of sajiao, it appears that the presence of at least 

one of these features is necessary to signal sajiao.   

The data provide no evidence that sajiao is produced with a slower speech 
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rate.  It is possible that what the authors identified as slower speech rate was in fact 

phrase-final vowel lengthening.  Alternatively, they could have been referring to 

pause length; four out of the eight talkers in Dataset 2 produced sajiao utterances 

with longer pause length than the non-sajiao utterances. This is a question for future 

research. 

Furthermore, the results from Dataset 1 illuminated an additional aspect of 

sajiao that has not yet been discussed in the literature: the absence of creaky voice.  

The female sajiao tokens in Dataset 1 contained significantly less creaky voice than 

the non-sajiao tokens.  One possibility is that lack of creak could be due to the use of 

higher pitch, but it is also possible that creak indexes social meanings (e.g., 

toughness, masculinity, or lack of interest in continuing a particular topic) that are 

at odds with the social meanings associated with sajiao.  These interpretations are 

not mutually exclusive; it is possible that some speakers do not use creak in sajiao 

because they associate creaky voice with a certain “         ”                      

the sajiao style, while other speakers show lack of creak in sajiao as a result of 

raising their pitch.  It is also interesting to note that the one male talker in Dataset 1 

did not use creaky voice in either guise.  Whether this finding is due to individual 

                                                              “      sajiao”            

for follow-up work. 
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Acoustic analysis of the experimental tokens provided a better idea of the 

linguistic components of sajiao that were present in the target stimuli.  Next, a 

perception experiment investigated how listeners reacted to those stimuli.  In other 

words, the next chapter of this dissertation explores the question: What are the 

social meanings associated with sajiao? 
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Chapter 3: Social meanings associated with sajiao in perception 

3.1. Methods 

                      1    /    2          j                     ’         

characteristics vary depending on whether talker is using sajiao, I conducted a 

perception experiment.  Conducting the experiment is necessary to determine 

whether and to what degree L2 learners acquire the social meanings associated with 

target language variation in perception; previous work has identified that learners 

acquire similar attitudes toward different varieties of a target language (Clark and 

Schleef 2010).  The question still remains, however, of whether and to what degree 

learners acquire the social meanings linked with target language forms/styles.  For 

this experiment, Taiwanese (L1) and American (L2) listeners heard Mandarin 

sentences as spoken in sajiao and non-sajiao styles and then were asked to give 

ratings of perceived social characteristics of the talkers.   

 

3.1.1. Auditory stimuli 

The target sentence came from a list of ten sentences that had been 

constructed by the primary investigator with the assistance of a native Mandarin 

speaker from Taiwan.  The sentences were intended to replicate situations in which 

either the non-sajiao or sajiao style could be used (e.g., asking to borrow something).  

Using a Zoom H2 recorder, I recorded eight talkers (two L1 female, two L1 male, two 

L2 female, two L2 male) saying the ten sentences in non-sajiao (      “      ”     

of talking) and sajiao styles.  They were asked to say the ten sentences in the two 

                                          ( . .           ‘        v    ’).   
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A naturalness rating task for the 20 sentences (10 sentences in two guises) 

was administered to five native Taiwanese Mandarin speakers to find out which of 

the sentences sounded most natural in both the non-sajiao and sajiao guises.  From 

the sentences that had the same syntactic structure in both guises, I selected the one 

that received the highest naturalness ratings from the native speakers to be used as 

the target sentence.  The only minor syntactic difference between the two guises 

was that there was a sentence-final particle in the sajiao guise.  This is keeping in 

line with the association of sentence-final particles with sajiao (Chan 1997; Chuang 

2005; Farris 1991; Ko 2009; Yueh 2012).  The selected sentence was as follows: 

Mandarin: 我們一定要看那個電影嗎？ 我比較想看別的呢。 
Pinyin:  ǒ     ī ì    à   à   à      à  ǐ     ? Wǒ  ǐj à  x ǎ    à    é   (  ). 
English: Do we have to go to see that movie? I kind of want to see the other one.   

 

Information about the talkers who produced the target stimuli can be found 

in Chapter 2, Table 2.2.  In the experiment, listeners were led to believe that each 

sentence they heard was produced by a different speaker.  To further reduce the 

possibility of listeners recognizing voices when they heard them twice (once in each 

guise), 22 filler tokens of the same sentence were also used.  The filler tokens were 

produced by 13 native and 9 non-native speakers of Mandarin. 

 

3.1.2. Procedure 
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The experiment was run online using ReX Standalone2, a remote testing 

instrument developed in the LAE                v          H    ‛           .          

this experiment online meant that it could be accessed by a large number of 

participants without an experimenter present.  This was particularly beneficial as I 

did not have an office or lab in Taiwan, so participants could complete the 

perception experiment from their own computers without downloading software.  

What is more, I was able to have participants complete the perception experiment 

even after I left Taiwan.   

Participants were given the link to the experiment on ReX Standalone as well 

as a password.  Prior to beginning the experiment, participants were asked to enter 

basic demographic information, including a self-selected pseudonym, age, gender, 

first language, second language, and any other languages they knew, as well as 

where they were from.  Next, participants were asked to read a consent form and 

            “A    ”                       x            “D       ”    q        

experiment.  All participants chose to continue, at which point they were shown the 

instructions (Figure 3.1).  The instructions were presented in both Mandarin 

traditional characters and English, so participants could complete the experiment in 

whichever was their strongest language.  Traditional characters were used in this 

experiment, as that is the writing system typically used in Taiwan. 

                                                           
2
                                                               -                                    

supporting my experiment in ReX Standalone. 
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Figure 3.1.  Instructions for the perception experiment.  

 

After the welcome screens, participants were shown a preview of the eight 

questions they would be answering throughout the experiment.  These questions 

are presented in Figure 3.2.  The instructions for the first seven questions were to 

provide a rating, on a scale from one to seven.  For the eighth question, participants 

       v     v                                                  ’    x      :         , 

gay, bisexual, other     “I    ’                ”.                                    
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each talker sounded and not what s/he said.  The questions were provided in both 

Mandarin and in English.   

Figure 3.2.  Questions used in the perception experiment 

 

 

  x                       v        v                           (“W     

                               ?  W    j    x              ”)                      

to push any key to begin the experiment.   

Figure 3.3.  Target sentence preview in the perception experiment 
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The stimuli were presented in pseudo-random order.  Complete 

randomization of stimuli was not used because that would increase the chance of 

listeners hearing the same speaker in both the sajiao and non-sajiao guises back-to-

back, which could alert participants to the specific hypothesis being tested.  After 

hearing each stimulus, participants were asked the eight questions listed in Figure 

3.2.  Questions appeared on the screen one at a time, and participants were asked to 

indicate their answers by pushing the corresponding number key on their computer 

keyboard.  Participants heard each sample of speech twice; they were asked the first 

four questions after hearing the sample the first time and the remaining four 

questions after hearing it a second time.  The eight questions were always presented 

in the same order to enhance the ease and speed with which participants could 

complete the experiment.  Participants were given a short break halfway through 

the experiment. 

The dependent variable in this experiment was listener response, on a scale 

from one to seven for the first seven questions and out of five choices for the last 

question.  The independent variables were labeled as follows: 1) sajiao (whether the 

talker was using sajiao or not) or total number of sajiao features (to be described 

below) 2) listener background (whether the listener was an L1 or L2 Mandarin 

speaker); 3) listener gender (male/female); 4) talker background (whether the 

talker was an L1 or L2 Mandarin speaker); and 5) talker gender (male/female).   
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Data analysis focused on the question of whether perceptions of the target 

characteristics (e.g., cuteness, professionalism) varied according to whether the 

talker was using sajiao or not and depending on listener and talker background 

(L1/L2) and/or gender.  Therefore, I compared scores (on a 7-point ordered scale) 

for the target qualities across the two guises (sajiao, non-sajiao) and according to 

number of sajiao features present in each stimulus for the various listener and 

talker groups.  I also examined the data for any significant interactions between 

sajiao and listener background/gender or talker background/gender. 

To determine which - if any - acoustic information in the stimuli affected 

listener responses, I tested the total number of acoustic sajiao features present in 

each stimulus in place of the binary sajiao/non-sajiao discussed above.  For total 

number of sajiao features, I tested 1) the total number of acoustic sajiao features 

based on stereotypes (or possible correlates of stereotypes) about sajiao, based on 

previous literature, and 2) only the acoustic features discussed in the literature that 

I found to be significant predictors of sajiao in my acoustic analysis (namely, 

sentence final vowel lengthening and higher mean pitch).  I also tested final vowel 

lengthening and higher mean pitch in the models separately to determine whether 

one or the other was more responsible for listener responses.  Although I found 

absence of creak to be a significant feature of sajiao in my acoustic analysis of 

Dataset 1, I did not include it in the total number of sajiao features according to my 

acoustic analysis.  This was because there was only an absence of creak for one out 

of the eight talkers in Dataset 2.  Thus, it seemed the absence of creak in Dataset 2 

could have been an artifact of the particular sentence used.  On the other hand, 
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higher mean pitch was found in the sajiao guise for six out of the eight speakers, as 

was sentence-final vowel lengthening; furthermore, these two features have 

occupied central positions in descriptions of sajiao.  Thus, I chose to focus on the 

effects of these two prominent features of sajiao in listener perceptions of social 

traits. 

The total numbers of sajiao features found in each of the 16 target stimuli are 

listed in Table 3.1.  This chart presents the features according to stereotypes 

mentioned in previous descriptions of sajiao (or possible correlates of stereotypes) 

as well as the features which I found to be significant predictors of sajiao in my 

acoustic analysis (marked with an asterisk).  The total number of sajiao features 

based on stereotypes was out of a possible seven, and the total number of sajiao 

features based on acoustic analysis was out of a possible two (higher mean pitch, 

longer sentence-final vowels).  The features are binary; for each talker, whichever of 

the two tokens across guises had a particular sajiao feature (e.g., higher mean pitch 

                v    )                “  ”                    “ .”   

Substituting the number of sajiao features for binary sajiao allowed me to 

determine whether it was those particular features that influenced listener 

response, thus showing the meanings of those variables in the context of the sajiao 

style.  Furthermore, the total number of sajiao features allowed me to examine the 

cumulative effect from linguistic correlates of sajiao, effectively investigating the 

effec         “          sajiao-    ”           .   
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Table 3.1.  Sajiao features present in the target stimuli, based on (1) potential 
correlates for stereotypes and (2) acoustic analysis, marked with an asterisk 
(S=Sajiao; NS = Non-sajiao) 

Talker Sajiao 

Fewer 
syls/ 
sec 

Greater 
Pause 
length 

Wider 
Pitch 
Range 

Medial 
vowel 
Lengthen. 

Final  
Rising 
Inton. 

Higher 
Mean 
Pitch* 

Final 
Vowel 
Lengthen.* 

(Absence 
 of 
creak*) 

Total # 
Sajiao 
Feats. 
Stereo-
types 

Total # 
Sajiao 
Feats. 
Acoustic
* 

L1-F1 S n y y n n y y N 4 2 

L1-F1 NS y n n y n n n n 2 0 

L1-F2 S y n n y n y n n 3 1 

L1-F2 NS n y y n n n y y 3 1 

L1-M1 S y y y n n y y n 5 2 

L1-M1 NS n n n y n n n y 1 0 

L1-M2 S n y y n n n y n 3 1 

L1-M2 NS y n n y n y n n 3 1 

L2-F1 S n n n n n y n n 1 1 

L2-F1 NS y y y y n n y n 5 1 

L2-F2 S y y y y n y y n 6 2 

L2-F2 NS n n n n n n n y 1 0 

L2-M1 S n n y n n y y n 3 2 

L2-M1 NS y y n y n n n n 3 0 

L2-M2 S n n n y n n y y 2 1 

L2-M2 NS y y y n n y n n 4 1 

 

Differences that were observed in the average scores from the raw data were 

tested for statistical significance using regression models.  Separate ordered 

regression models were fit to the data from each question using R (R Core Team 

2012).  Only the trends that reached significance and were included in the models 

are reported here.  The trends observed for the seven questions, each exploring a 

different social characteristic, are presented below.  The total number of sajiao 

features according to stereotypes was not a significant predictor in the models for 

the majority of the target characteristics; however, total number of sajiao features 

according to acoustic analysis was a significant predictor in the models.  These 
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findings provide further support for the notion that previous descriptions of sajiao 

based on stereotypes have been inaccurate and/or incomplete.   

Binary sajiao (based on the guise – sajiao or non-sajiao) was also a significant 

predictor in the models for the various features.  However, all of the significant 

trends that were found for binary sajiao as a predictor were also found when total 

number of sajiao features based on acoustic analysis (referred to as 

“     #SajiaoF       ”                    ) was used as a predictor.  Since the 

latter is more specific with respect to the acoustic features that participants were 

responding to, all of the models reported below use it as the predicting factor.  

When the number of sajiao features was included as a predicting factor in the 

models, the results showed that, when combined with each other, higher overall 

pitch and longer sentence-final vowels intensified the effects of sajiao.   

Table 3.2. Count of listener responses to tokens in perception experiment 
 L1Listeners  L2Listeners  Grand Total 
 Female Male Female Male  
L1 Talkers 1856 1216 640 640 4352 
 Female 928 608 320 320 2176 
 Male 928 608 320 320 2176 
L2 Talkers 1856 1216 640 640 4352 
 Female 928 608 320 320 2176 
 Male 928 608 320 320 2176 
Total tokens 3712 2432 1280 1280 8704 

 

 

3.1.3. Participants 

Participants were L1 and L2 Mandarin speakers.  All L2 participants were 

native English speakers from the U.S. who had intermediate-level or higher 

Mandarin proficiency, as self-reported or ascertained by the primary investigator in 
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the production task.  Participants were recruited through friends and flyers at three 

different universities in Taipei.  Participants received 300NT (about 5USD) for 

taking part in the perception experiment, which took approximately 40-45 minutes.  

Altogether 68 people took part: 29 Taiwanese females, 19 Taiwanese males, 10 

American females, and 10 American males.   

 
Table 3.3. Perception experiment participant information 
 Total Number Mean Age Median Age 
Taiwanese (L1) females 29 22.5 21 
Taiwanese (L1) males 19 24.1 21 
American (L2) females 10 27.6 26.5 
American (L2) males 10 29.9 28 

 

 Given the overall question of my dissertation - whether L2 learners acquire 

the same kinds of variation as native speakers in perception and/or production - it 

was necessary to recruit both native and non-native Mandarin speaker participants.  

To ensure uniformity across participant groups, only L1 participants from Taiwan 

and L2 participants from the U.S. were recruited.  Furthermore, given the highly 

gendered nature of sajiao, in popular perception at least, I recruited both male and 

female listeners to determine whether listener gender impacts perception.  It was 

difficult to find intermediate to advanced American L2 Mandarin speakers in Taipei 

to participate in the experiment, hence the uneven distribution across the L1 versus 

L2 groups.  However, regression models are very good at handling uneven 

distributions, so the numbers of L1 and L2 participants should be sufficient. 

 

3.2. Results 
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The results demonstrate that performances of sajiao influence the social 

attributes that listeners assign to a speaker.  Especially strong influences were 

observed for femininity, masculinity, dominance, and professionalism for all 

listeners, and for cuteness, friendliness, and pleasantness for L1 listeners only.  Thus, 

the results not only reveal the social meanings that are associated with sajiao in 

perception; they also reveal that L2 learners acquire the social meanings associated 

with target language variants, though some meanings are acquired before others (or 

not at all).  

 

3.2.1. Cuteness 

In the overall model for cuteness scores, there was an interaction between 

number of sajiao features and listener background (p<0.05).  Thus, the data were 

divided according to listener background.  The model for L1 listeners is presented in 

Table 3.6.  There was an effect of total number of sajiao features (p<0.001); the 

more sajiao features a talker used, the cuter L1 listeners perceived her/him to be.  

Furthermore, there were main effects of talker gender and talker background in the 

L1 listener model; they perceived females as cuter than males (p<0.001) and L2 

talkers as cuter than L1 talkers (p<0.001).  In addition, final vowel length was a good 

fit in the L1 listener model for cuteness in place of number of sajiao features but 

mean pitch was not, suggesting that it was specifically the longer final vowels that 

 1                 “     .”                                            2          . 
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Table 3.4. Average cuteness scores according to number of sajiao features present 
in stimulus.  The highest score across number of features is in bold. 

# of Sajiao Features: 0 1 2 

L1 Listeners 2.94 3.33 3.88 

Female Talkers 3.19 3.76 4.44 

Male Talkers 2.69 2.90 3.32 

L1 Talkers 2.49 3.17 3.63 

L2 Talkers 3.39 3.48 4.14 

L2 Listeners 3.09 3.20 3.33 

Female Talkers 2.95 3.34 3.30 

Male Talkers 3.23 3.06 3.35 

L1 Talkers 2.88 3.00 2.95 

L2 Talkers 3.30 3.40 3.70 

Female Listeners 3.04 3.19 3.82 

Male Listeners 2.91 3.42 3.58 

Average – All Listeners 2.98 3.29 3.72 

Female Talkers 3.12 3.63 4.10 

Male Talkers 2.85 2.94 3.33 

L1 Talkers 2.60 3.12 3.43 

L2 Talkers 3.36 3.46 4.01 
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Table 3.5. Average cuteness scores according to guise.  The highest score across 
guises is in bold. 

Guise: Non-Sajiao Sajiao Both Guises 

L1 Listeners 2.92 3.81 3.37 

Female Talkers 3.26 4.31 3.78 

Male Talkers 2.59 3.31 2.95 

L1 Talkers 2.54 3.69 3.11 

L2 Talkers 3.31 3.93 3.62 

L2 Listeners 3.10 3.31 3.20 

Female Talkers 3.18 3.29 3.23 

Male Talkers 3.03 3.33 3.18 

L1 Talkers 2.81 3.10 2.96 

L2 Talkers 3.39 3.51 3.45 

Female Listeners 2.98 3.64 3.31 

Male Listeners 2.97 3.69 3.33 

Average – All Listeners 2.98 3.66 3.32 

Female Talkers 3.24 4.01 3.62 

Male Talkers 2.72 3.32 3.02 

L1 Talkers 2.62 3.51 3.07 

L2 Talkers 3.33 3.81 3.57 

 

Table 3.6. L1 Listeners: Model of cuteness scores.  Coefficients of fixed effects; 
                                       v      “        ”      . 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Total#SajiaoFeatures 0.51822 0.09176 5.647 p<0.001 
TalkerGender=Male -0.92507 0.13057 -7.085 p<0.001 
TalkerBackground=L2 0.57276 0.12903 4.439 p<0.001 
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Figure 3.4. Interaction between sajiao and listener background in cuteness 
scores. 

 

 We can conclude from these findings that for L1 listeners, sajiao was indexed 

with cuteness no matter the background (L1/L2) or gender of the talker.  The L2 

listeners, on the other hand, had not acquired a significant association between 

sajiao and cuteness.  Furthermore, from previous descriptions of sajiao that describe 

                                                ’  “                   ” (C      

200 )            x         “        ”                                                

sajiao guise than in the non-sajiao guise.  The results from this study supported this 
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claim.  However, previous work on sajiao has made no claims regarding whether the 

same social characteristics are associated with males using sajiao.  These results 

have shown that male talk                   v      “     ”               sajiao.  

 

3.2.2. Pleasantness 

Upon initial inspection and statistical analysis of the pleasant-sounding 

scores, there appeared to be a three-way interaction between number of sajiao 

features, listener background, and talker gender.  Three-way interactions make 

statistical models notoriously difficult to interpret; thus, two separate models were 

fit to the data: one for the L1 listeners, presented in Table 3.9, and one for the L2 

listeners, presented in Table 3.10.   
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Table 3.7. Average pleasant-sounding scores across guises. The higher score across 
guises is in bold. 

Sajiao Guise Non-Sajiao Sajiao Both Guises 

L1 Listeners 3.36 3.59 3.48 

Female Talkers 3.33 4.09 3.71 

Male Talkers 3.40 3.09 3.24 

L1 Talkers 3.21 3.64 3.42 

L2 Talkers 3.51 3.55 3.53 

L2 Listeners 4.38 3.52 3.95 

Female Talkers 3.91 3.25 3.58 

Male Talkers 4.85 3.79 4.32 

L1 Talkers 4.46 3.46 3.96 

L2 Talkers 4.30 3.58 3.94 

Female Listeners 3.65 3.56 3.61 

Male Listeners 3.68 3.58 3.63 

Average – All Listeners 3.66 3.57 3.62 

Female Talkers 3.50 3.85 3.67 

Male Talkers 3.82 3.30 3.56 

L1 Talkers 3.58 3.58 3.58 

L2 Talkers 3.74 3.56 3.65 
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Table 3.8. Average pleasant-sounding scores according to number of sajiao features in the 
stimulus. The highest average score across number of features is in bold. 

# of Sajiao Features: 0 1 2 

L1 Listeners 3.20 3.63 3.46 

Female Talkers 3.19 3.77 4.13 

Male Talkers 3.21 3.48 2.80 

L1 Talkers 3.13 3.58 3.41 

L2 Talkers 3.27 3.67 3.52 

L2 Listeners 3.75 4.42 3.21 

Female Talkers 3.33 3.91 3.18 

Male Talkers 4.18 4.93 3.25 

L1 Talkers 3.95 4.48 2.95 

L2 Talkers 3.55 4.36 3.48 

Female Listeners 3.44 3.79 3.41 

Male Listeners 3.25 3.96 3.36 

Average – All Listeners 3.36 3.86 3.39 

Female Talkers 3.23 3.81 3.85 

Male Talkers 3.49 3.91 2.93 

L1 Talkers 3.37 3.85 3.27 

L2 Talkers 3.35 3.87 3.51 

 

For L1 listeners, as shown in Table 3.9, there was an effect of number of 

sajiao features (p<0.001); talkers were rated as more pleasant-sounding the more 

sajiao features they used.  Furthermore, there was a significant interaction between 

number of sajiao features and talker gender (p<0.001); L1 listeners perceived males 

as less pleasant-sounding when using sajiao whereas they perceived females as 

more pleasant-sounding when using sajiao. Trends in the model were the same 

when mean pitch and final vowel duration were substituted for number of sajiao 

features, suggesting that both played a role     1          ’                

pleasantness.  
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Table 3.9.  L1 Listeners: Model of pleasant-sounding scores. Coefficients of fixed 
       ;                                        v      “        -        ”      . 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Total#SajiaoFeatures 0.5765 0.1272 4.533 p<0.001 
TalkerGender=Male 0.2194 0.2167 1.012 p=0.31 
Sajiao=Sajiao:TalkerGender=Male -0.8147 0.1799 -4.529 p<0.001 

 

 For L2 listeners (Table 3.10), there was a main effect of number of sajiao 

features (p<0.05), but it was in the opposite direction from what was observed for 

the L1 listeners; L2 listeners perceived talkers as less pleasant-sounding the greater 

the number of sajiao features they used.  There was also a main effect of talker 

gender in the L2 listener model (p<0.001); they perceived male talkers as more 

pleasant-sounding than female talkers.  Substituting mean pitch did not alter the 

trends in the model; however, substituting final vowel duration did.  This would 

              2          ’     tive evaluations of sajiao were based more on high 

pitch than on lengthened final vowels. 

Table 3.10. L2 Listeners: Model of pleasant-sounding scores.  Coefficients of fixed 
       ;                                        v      “        -        ”       
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Total#SajiaoFeatures -0.2788 0.1367 -2.039 p<0.05 
TalkerGender=Male 0.7677 0.2005 3.829 p<0.001 

 

The three-way interaction between number of sajiao features, listener 

background, and talker gender for pleasant-sounding scores is illustrated in Figure 

3.5 and can be seen in the average scores according to number of sajiao features in 

Table 3.8.  As shown in Table 3.8, L1 listeners perceived both male and female 

talkers as more pleasant-sounding when they used one sajiao feature, but they only 
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perceived females (and not males) using two features as even more pleasant-

sounding.  Like the L1 listeners, L2 listeners perceived talkers using one sajiao 

feature to be more pleasant-sounding than talkers using no sajiao features, but 

unlike the L1 listeners, they perceived both males and females as less pleasant-

sounding when two sajiao features were present in the stimulus.  
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Figure 3.5. 3-way interaction between sajiao, listener background, and talker 
gender in pleasant-sounding scores 
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The results show that L2 learners had not acquired the native-like 

association of pleasantness with sajiao for female talkers.  It is possible, however, 

that L2 listeners were beginning to acquire the association of sajiao with being 

pleasant-sounding for females, as they perceived female talkers using one sajiao 

feature as more pleasant-sounding than talkers using no sajiao features.  In addition, 

the finding that female talkers were perceived as more pleasant-sounding by L1 

listeners the greater the number of sajiao features they used supports claims in 

previous literature of sajiao                         “        ”              ( . .  

Chuang 2005); a male using sajiao perhaps inverts the socially accepted norms for 

who uses sajiao.   

 

3.2.3. Friendliness 

 Once again, there appeared to be a three-way interaction between number of 

sajiao features, listener background, and talker gender in the data for perceived 
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friendliness.  Again, given the difficulty of interpreting three-way interactions, 

separate models were fit to the data for L1 and L2 listeners.   

Table 3.11. Average friendliness scores according to guise.  The higher score across 
guises is in bold. 

Guise: Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises 

L1 Listeners 3.46 4.42 3.94 

Female talkers 3.78 4.78 4.28 

Male talkers 3.14 4.05 3.60 

L1 Talkers 3.09 4.26 3.67 

L2 Talkers 3.83 4.58 4.20 

L2 Listeners 4.25 4.26 4.26 

Female talkers 4.05 3.74 3.89 

Male talkers 4.45 4.79 4.62 

L1 Talkers 4.15 4.19 4.17 

L2 Talkers 4.35 4.34 4.34 

Female Listeners 3.64 4.36 4.00 

Male Listeners 3.76 4.38 4.07 

Average – All Listeners 3.69 4.37 4.03 

Female Talkers 3.86 4.47 4.17 

Male Talkers 3.53 4.27 3.90 

L1 Talkers 3.40 4.24 3.82 

L2 Talkers 3.98 4.51 4.24 
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Table 3.12. Average friendliness scores according to number of sajiao features 
present in the stimulus.  The higher score across number of features is in bold. 

Number of Features: 0 1 2 

L1 Listeners 3.47 3.96 4.36 

Female talkers 3.74 4.29 4.80 

Male talkers 3.20 3.63 3.93 

L1 Talkers 3.05 3.80 4.04 

L2 Talkers 3.89 4.12 4.69 

L2 Listeners 4.13 4.38 4.26 

Female talkers 3.95 3.93 3.78 

Male talkers 4.3 4.83 4.53 

L1 Talkers 4.18 4.26 3.98 

L2 Talkers 4.08 4.49 4.33 

Female Listeners 3.74 4.0 4.28 

Male Listeners 3.56 4.2 4.34 

Average – All Listeners 3.66 4.08 4.30 

Female Talkers 3.8 4.18 4.5 

Male Talkers 3.52 3.98 4.10 

L1 Talkers 3.38 3.94 4.02 

L2 Talkers 3.94 4.23 4.58 

 
 

In the model for L1 listeners, there was a main effect of total number of sajiao 

features (p<0.001); stimuli with more sajiao features were perceived as friendlier.  

There were also main effects of talker background and talker gender; L2 talkers 

were rated friendlier than L1 talkers (p<0.001), and females were rated friendlier 

than males (p<0.001).  Furthermore, final vowel length could be substituted in the 

model for number of sajiao features without changing any of the trends but mean 

pitch could not, thus suggesting that, for L1 listeners, final vowel length was more 

responsible for perceived friendliness than higher pitch.  There were no significant 

trends in the L2 listener model for friendliness scores.  
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Table 3.13. L1 Listeners: Model of friendliness scores. Coefficients of fixed effects; 
                                     v      “        ”       . 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Total#SajiaoFeatures 0.47497 0.08844 5.371 p<0.001 
TalkerBackground=L2 0.62244 0.12922 4.817 p<0.001 
TalkerGender=Male -0.78342 0.12986 -6.033 p<0.001 

 

Figure 3.6 and Table 3.12 illustrate the three-way interaction between 

number of sajiao features, listener background, and talker gender in friendliness 

scores.  L1 listeners perceived both males and females as friendlier the greater 

number of sajiao features they used.  L2 listeners, like L1 listeners, showed an 

increase (though non-significant) in perceived friendliness from zero to one features 

for male talkers; however, they perceived males using two features as slightly less 

friendly than males using one feature (but still friendlier than males using no sajiao 

features).  Unlike L1 listeners, however, L2 listeners perceived female talkers as less 

friendly the more sajiao features they used.  However, Figure 3.6 shows that some 

L2 participants did in fact perceive females as friendlier when they used one or two 

sajiao features. It is possible that participants who had spent longer in Taiwan had 

acquired the association of friendliness sajiao; this explanation is discussed further 

in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 3.6. 3-way interaction between sajiao, listener background, and talker 
gender in friendliness scores. 
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 In summary, for L1 listeners, sajiao indexed friendliness.  There was not, 

however, a significant correlation between sajiao and friendliness for L2 learners.  

Taken together, these results provide evidence for the notion that L2 learners 

acquire some kinds of social meanings indexed with a target language style later 

than others, or not at all.  In this case, the L2 learners showed a non-significant trend 

in the direction of perceiving males as friendlier when they used sajiao, but a non-

significant trend in the opposite direction for female talkers.  L1 listeners, on the 

other hand, perceived all talkers regardless of gender as friendlier in the sajiao guise.  

Thus, it appears that the L2 learners had not fully acquired the friendly connotation 

of sajiao.   
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3.2.4. Dominance 

In the model for dominance, talkers were perceived as less dominant the 

greater the number of sajiao features they used (p<0.001).  This finding was equally 

robust for the L1 and L2 listeners and is illustrated in Figure 3.7.  There were also 

main effects of gender and talker background.  Male talkers were perceived as more 

dominant than female talkers (p<0.001).  Furthermore, L1 talkers were perceived as 

more dominant than L2 talkers; this effect was significant (p<0.001) but was carried 

by the L1 listeners. 

Table 3.14. Average dominance scores according to guise.  The higher score across 
guises is in bold. 

Guise: Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises 

L1 Listeners 4.33 3.38 3.88 

Female talkers 3.96 2.95 3.46 

Male talkers 4.82 3.8 4.31 

L1 Talkers 4.69 3.5 4.09 

L2 Talkers 4.09 3.25 3.67 

L2 Listeners 4.2 3.33 3.76 

Female talkers 3.76 3.16 3.46 

Male talkers 4.64 3.49 4.06 

L1 Talkers 4.23 3.34 3.78 

L2 Talkers 4.18 3.31 3.74 

Female Listeners 4.39 3.39 3.89 

Male Listeners 4.25 3.32 3.79 

Average – All Listeners 4.33 3.36 3.85 

Female Talkers 3.9 3.01 3.46 

Male Talkers 4.77 3.71 4.24 

L1 Talkers 4.55 3.45 4.00 

L2 Talkers 4.12 3.27 3.69 
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Table 3.15. Average dominance scores according to number of sajiao features.  The 
higher score across number of features is in bold. 

Number of Features: 0 1 2 

L1 Listeners 4.29 4.03 3.19 

Female talkers 3.92 3.55 2.81 

Male talkers 4.66 4.51 3.56 

L1 Talkers 4.69 4.21 3.26 

L2 Talkers 3.89 3.84 3.11 

L2 Listeners 3.91 4.06 3.03 

Female talkers 3.33 3.83 2.88 

Male talkers 4.5 4.29 3.18 

L1 Talkers 4.0 4.04 3.05 

L2 Talkers 3.83 4.08 3.0 

Female Listeners 4.10 4.16 3.14 

Male Listeners 4.28 3.87 3.14 

Average – All Listeners 4.18 4.04 3.14 

Female Talkers 3.74 3.63 2.83 

Male Talkers 4.61 4.44 3.45 

L1 Talkers 4.49 4.16 3.2 

L2 Talkers 3.87 3.91 3.08 

 

Table 3.16.  Model of dominance scores. Coefficients of fixed effects; higher 
                              v      “         ”         
   Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Total#SajiaoFeatures -0.7713 0.1079 -7.148 p<0.001 
TalkerBackground=L2 -0.6910 0.1840 -3.756 p<0.001 
TalkerGender=Male 0.9305 0.1102 8.447 p<0.001 
Total#SajiaoFeatures:TalkerBackground=L2 0.3269 0.1489 2.196 p<0.05 
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Figure 3.7. Dominance scores for L1 and L2 listeners according to number of sajiao 
features 

 

   

The interaction between number of sajiao features and talker background in 

average dominance scores is explained by the data in the last two rows of Table 3.15. 

Whereas L1 talkers were perceived as less dominant the greater the number of 

sajiao features they used, L2 talkers were actually perceived as slightly more 

dominant when they used one feature but less dominant when they used two sajiao 

features.  Thus, it would seem that the L2 talkers had to use two sajiao features in 

order to activate the association with lack of dominance. 

These findings show that the L2 listeners had the same indexation of sajiao 

with lack of dominance as the L1 listeners.  This could be due to: 1) acquisition of 
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the L2 association of lack of dominance with sajiao, or 2) universal tendencies with 

respect to the kinds of social meaning associated with acoustic features (e.g., high 

pitch).  These explanations are discussed further in Chapter 6. 

   

3.2.5. Femininity 

As shown in the model for femininity presented in Table 3.19, listeners 

perceived talkers as more feminine the greater the number of sajiao features they 

used (p<0.001).  This finding was equally robust for the L1 and L2 listeners.  There 

were main effects of listener background, talker background, and talker gender in 

the model for femininity.  Females were perceived as more feminine than males 

(p<0.001), L2 talkers were perceived as more feminine than L1 talkers (p<0.001), 

and average femininity scores were higher for L1 listeners than for L2 listeners.   

Furthermore, there was an interaction between total number of sajiao features and 

talker background.  This interaction is explained by the last two rows of data in 

Table 3.18; whereas L1 talkers were perceived as more feminine the greater the 

number of sajiao features they used, L2 talkers were only perceived as more 

feminine when they used two features.  Thus, similar to the findings for perceived 

dominance, it seems that the L2 talkers needed to use more sajiao features than L1 

talkers to activate the association with femininity.    
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Table 3.17. Average femininity scores according to guise.  The higher score across 
guises is in bold. 

Guise: Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises 

L1 Listeners 3.73 4.92 4.32 

Female talkers 4.87 5.81 5.34 

Male talkers 2.58 4.03 3.31 

L1 Talkers 3.30 4.84 4.07 

L2 Talkers 4.15 5.00 4.58 

L2 Listeners 3.49 4.26 3.88 

Female talkers 4.83 5.15 4.99 

Male talkers 2.16 3.38 2.77 

L1 Talkers 3.21 4.19 3.70 

L2 Talkers 3.78 4.34 4.06 

Female Listeners 3.63 4.75 4.19 

Male Listeners 3.69 4.69 4.19 

Average – All Listeners 3.66 4.73 4.19 

Female Talkers 4.86 5.61 5.24 

Male Talkers 2.46 3.83 3.15 

L1 Talkers 3.28 4.65 3.96 

L2 Talkers 4.04 4.81 4.42 
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Table 3.18. Average femininity scores according to number of sajiao features 
present in the stimulus.  The higher score across number of features is in bold. 

Number of Features: 0 1 2 

L1 Listeners 3.88 4.22 4.98 

Female talkers 4.68 5.41 5.85 

Male talkers 3.08 3.02 4.10 

L1 Talkers 3.25 4.13 4.77 

L2 Talkers 4.51 4.30 5.19 

L2 Listeners 3.70 3.59 4.64 

Female talkers 4.60 5.05 5.25 

Male talkers 2.80 2.13 4.03 

L1 Talkers 3.18 3.61 4.40 

L2 Talkers 4.23 3.56 4.88 

Female Listeners 3.88 3.97 4.95 

Male Listeners 3.76 4.11 4.78 

Average – All Listeners 3.83 4.03 4.88 

Female Talkers 4.65 5.31 5.68 

Male Talkers 3.00 2.76 4.08 

L1 Talkers 3.23 3.98 4.66 

L2 Talkers 4.43 4.08 5.10 

 
Table 3.19. Model of femininity scores. Coefficients of fixed effects; higher 
coefficients                  v      “        ”       . 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Total#SajiaoFeatures 0.8472 0.1094 7.742 p<0.001 
TalkerBackground=L2 0.9456 0.1884 5.020 p<0.001 
ListenerBackground=L2 -0.5399 0.1188 -4.545 p<0.001 
TalkerGender=Male -2.2174 0.1238 -17.913 p<0.001 
Total#SajiaoFeatures:TalkerBackground=L2 -0.5108 0.1527 -3.344 p<0.001 
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Figure 3.8. Femininity scores across number of sajiao features 

   

   
 
 
 

Taken together, the results show that all talkers, regardless of background 

and gender, were perceived as more feminine by both L1 and L2 listeners when they 

used sajiao.  Furthermore, the greater the number of sajiao features talkers used, the 

more feminine they were perceived to be.  These findings support the description of 

sajiao as a feminine speech style (Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Lin 2005; Yueh 2012; 

Zitong 2012).  In addition, these results show that the L2 listeners had acquired the 

association of femininity with sajiao. 
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3.2.6. Masculinity 

As shown in the model for masculinity (presented in Table 3.22), talkers 

were perceived as more masculine the greater the number of sajiao features they 

used (p<0.001).  This effect was equally robust for L1 and L2 listeners.  There were 

also main effects of talker background and talker gender; L1 talkers were perceived 

as more masculine than L2 talkers (p<0.001), and male talkers were perceived as 

more masculine than female talkers (p<0.001).  Furthermore, there was an 

interaction between total number of sajiao features and talker background.  This 

interaction is explained by the averages in the last two rows of Table 3.21 and was 

in the same direction for L1 and L2 listeners; whereas L1 talkers were perceived as 

less masculine the greater the number of sajiao features they used, L2 talkers were 

only perceived as less masculine when they used two sajiao features.  Thus, as in the 

findings for dominance and femininity, it appears that L2 talkers must use more 

sajiao features than L1 talkers in order to activate an association with lowered 

masculinity.   
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Table 3.20. Average masculinity scores according to guise.  The higher score across 
guises is in bold. 

Guise: Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises 

L1 Listeners 3.79 2.48 3.14 

Female talkers 2.77 1.74 2.25 

Male talkers 4.82 3.23 4.02 

L1 Talkers 4.21 2.57 3.39 

L2 Talkers 3.37 2.40 2.88 

L2 Listeners 3.85 2.87 3.36 

Female talkers 2.49 1.93 2.21 

Male talkers 5.21 3.81 4.51 

L1 Talkers 4.08 2.89 3.48 

L2 Talkers 3.63 2.85 3.24 

Female Listeners 3.87 2.56 3.21 

Male Listeners 3.73 2.65 3.19 

Average – All Listeners 3.81 2.6 3.2 

Female Talkers 2.68 1.79 2.24 

Male Talkers 4.93 3.40 4.17 

L1 Talkers 4.17 2.67 3.42 

L2 Talkers 3.44 2.53 2.99 
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Table 3.21. Average masculinity scores according to number of sajiao features.  The 
higher score across number of features is in bold. 

Number of Features: 0 1 2 

L1 Listeners 3.68 3.25 2.37 

Female talkers 2.94 2.18 1.72 

Male talkers 4.43 4.32 3.02 

L1 Talkers 4.29 3.40 2.48 

L2 Talkers 3.07 3.10 2.26 

L2 Listeners 3.48 3.69 2.59 

Female talkers 2.43 2.31 1.78 

Male talkers 4.53 5.06 3.4 

L1 Talkers 3.9 3.6 2.83 

L2 Talkers 3.05 3.78 2.35 

Female Listeners 3.67 3.40 2.38 

Male Listeners 3.56 3.34 2.51 

Average – All Listeners 3.62 3.38 2.43 

Female Talkers 2.79 2.22 1.74 

Male Talkers 4.46 4.54 3.13 

L1 Talkers 4.18 3.46 2.58 

L2 Talkers 3.07 3.3 2.29 

 

Table 3.22. Model of masculinity scores. Coefficients of fixed effects; higher 
                              v      “         ”         
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Total#SajiaoFeatures -1.0177 0.1100 -9.256 p<0.001 
TalkerBackground=L2 -1.0785 0.1888 -5.713 p<0.001 
TalkerGender=Male 2.2980 0.1254 18.329 p<0.001 
Total#SajiaoFeatures:TalkerBackground=L2 0.5886 0.1528 3.851 p<0.001 
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Figure 3.9. Masculinity scores for L1 and L2 listeners across number of sajiao 
features 

   

   

 

In summary, number of sajiao features was negatively correlated with 

perceived masculinity; the greater the number of sajiao features, the less masculine 

the stimulus voice was perceived to be, regardless of the background/gender of the 

listener/talker.   

 

3.2.7. Professionalism 

 Talkers were perceived as less professional the greater the number of sajiao 
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features they used (p<0.001); this was equally robust for the L1 and L2 listeners and 

is shown in the model for professionalism in Table 3.25.  There were also main 

effects of talker background and talker gender in the model for professional scores; 

L2 talkers were rated as less professional than L1 talkers (p<0.001), and males were 

rated as more professional than females (p<0.001).  

Table 3.23. Average professional scores according to guise.  The higher score across 
guises is in bold. 

Guise: Non-sajiao Sajiao Both Guises 

L1 Listeners 3.71 2.96 3.33 

Female talkers 3.19 2.82 3.01 

Male talkers 4.24 3.09 3.66 

L1 Talkers 4.05 3.14 3.59 

L2 Talkers 3.38 2.77 3.08 

L2 Listeners 4.34 2.69 3.52 

Female talkers 3.74 2.16 2.95 

Male talkers 4.94 3.23 4.08 

L1 Talkers 4.58 2.63 3.6 

L2 Talkers 4.1 2.76 3.43 

Female Listeners 3.9 2.84 3.37 

Male Listeners 3.9 2.93 3.41 

Average – All Listeners 3.90 2.88 3.39 

Female Talkers 3.35 2.63 2.99 

Male Talkers 4.44 3.13 3.79 

L1 Talkers 4.20 2.99 3.6 

L2 Talkers 3.59 2.77 3.18 
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Table 3.24. Average professional scores according to number of sajiao features 
present in the stimulus.  The higher score across number of features is in bold. 

Number of Features: 0 1 2 

L1 Listeners 3.66 3.49 2.70 

Female talkers 3.15 3.07 2.73 

Male talkers 4.17 3.91 2.67 

L1 Talkers 4.15 3.77 2.70 

L2 Talkers 3.17 3.22 2.70 

L2 Listeners 4.11 3.77 2.41 

Female talkers 3.58 2.99 2.25 

Male talkers 4.65 4.55 2.58 

L1 Talkers 4.45 2.93 2.1 

L2 Talkers 3.78 3.61 2.73 

Female Listeners 3.71 3.60 2.56 

Male Listeners 3.90 3.53 2.69 

Average – All Listeners 3.79 3.57 2.61 

Female Talkers 3.27 3.05 2.59 

Male Talkers 4.31 4.10 2.64 

L1 Talkers 4.24 3.81 2.52 

L2 Talkers 3.35 3.33 2.71 

 

Table 3.25.  Model of professional scores. Coefficients of fixed effects; higher 
                              v      “            ”        . 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Total#SajiaoFeatures -0.65984 0.07657 -8.617 p<0.001 
TalkerBackground=L2 -0.47245 0.10802 -4.374 p<0.001 
TalkerGender=Male 0.92629 0.11015 8.409 p<0.001 
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Figure 3.10. Professional scores for L1 and L2 listeners across number of sajiao 
features. 

   

   

 The findings showed that the greater the number of sajiao features a talker 

used, the less professional (s)he was perceived to be by both L1 and L2 listeners.  

Thus, it appears that the L2 learners had acquired the association of sajiao with lack 

of professionalism.   

 

3.2.8. Sexuality 

 The reader will recall that for sexuality, there were five possible responses: 1) 
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  j                        “        ”                            v                     .  

There were slightly different results for male talkers versus female talkers; whereas 

             v        “        ”                          sajiao, male talkers 

     v         “        ”                          sajiao.  This finding suggests a 

link between sajiao and perceived non-heterosexuality for males, and between 

sajiao and perceived heterosexuality for females. 

Table 3.26. Perceived sexuality across guises, expressed as a percentage of total 
         .              “        ”                 .  

  Non-sajiao (%) Sajiao (%) 

n=# of responses in each guise Straight Gay Bi Other N/A Straight Gay Bi Other N/A 

L1 Listeners (n=384) 58.59 11.72 6.51 7.03 16.15 50.52 18.75 7.81 6.25 16.67 
Female talkers  (n=192) 68.23 1.56 5.73 6.77 17.71 75.00 2.60 2.08 4.69 15.63 
Male talkers  (n=192) 48.96 21.88 7.29 7.29 14.58 26.04 34.90 13.54 7.81 17.71 
L1 Talkers (n=192) 65.63 6.25 3.65 7.29 17.19 57.29 12.50 9.90 5.73 14.58 
L2 Talkers (n=192) 51.56 17.19 9.38 6.77 15.10 43.75 25.00 5.73 6.77 18.75 

L2 Listeners (n=160) 61.25 11.88 6.25 2.50 18.13 53.75 21.25 3.75 3.75 17.50 
Female talkers  (n=80) 62.50 7.50 5.00 5.00 20.00 68.75 5.00 3.75 3.75 18.75 
Male talkers  (n=80) 60.00 16.25 7.50 0.00 16.25 38.75 37.50 3.75 3.75 16.25 
L1 Talkers (n=80) 71.25 5.00 5.00 0.00 18.75 66.25 13.75 0.00 3.75 16.25 
L2 Talkers (n=80) 51.25 18.75 7.50 5.00 17.50 41.25 28.75 7.50 3.75 18.75 

Female Listeners (n=312) 58.65 11.22 8.65 5.13 16.35 50.00 19.87 8.65 5.45 16.03 
Male Listeners (n=232) 60.34 12.50 3.45 6.47 17.24 53.45 18.97 3.88 5.60 18.10 
Average – All Listeners (n=544) 59.38 11.76 6.43 5.70 16.73 51.47 19.49 6.62 5.51 16.91 
Female Talkers (n=272) 66.54 3.31 5.51 6.25 18.38 73.16 3.31 2.57 4.41 16.54 
Male Talkers (n=272) 52.21 20.22 7.35 5.15 15.07 29.78 35.66 10.66 6.62 17.28 
L1 Talkers (n=272) 67.28 5.88 4.04 5.15 17.65 59.93 12.87 6.99 5.15 15.07 
L2 Talkers (n=272) 51.47 17.65 8.82 6.25 15.81 43.01 26.10 6.25 5.88 18.75 
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Figure 3.11. Perceptions of talker sexuality according to number of sajiao features.
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Appendix B presents the results for perceived sexuality across number of 

sajiao features.  As shown in Appendix B, for male talkers, there was a slight 

            “        ”                z                                             

   “        ”       ses from one feature to two features.  For females, on the other 

                               “        ”                                           .  

Thus, it appears that sajiao that contains both higher pitch and sentence-final vowel 

lengthening is associated with homosexuality in males and heterosexuality in 

females, but use of just one of the sajiao features is not enough to trigger the 

association.   

 

Discussion 

The results from the perception experiment have provided evidence that L2 

listeners do not always have the same social meanings for L2 variation as do L1 

listeners; L2 listeners varied from L1 listeners in their assessments of how friendly, 

cute, and pleasant-sounding talkers using sajiao were.  Thus, this chapter has 

provided further insight into the acquisition of social meaning tied to language 

forms and styles in an L2, a topic which has received little attention; an exception is 

Clark and Schleef (2010).  Clark and Schleef (2010) demonstrated that learners 

acquire similar positive/negative attitudes toward language varieties as native 

speakers; however, their work focused on attitudes and not discrete social traits 

(like friendliness, for instance).  Their results did not speak to whether learners 

acquire native-like understanding of the social meanings associated with target 
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language forms/styles.  This chapter has applied the methods and theories of L1 

variation work, particularly regarding the indexicality of language and the indexical 

field, to an investigation of the acquisition of social meaning in an L2.  Maintaining a 

focus on gender by investigating directly gendered meanings like masculinity and 

femininity while at the same time including more general traits (friendliness, 

pleasantness, cuteness) in the task allowed me to ascertain whether the indexation 

of sajiao with gender is direct or indirect; this point will be discussed in more detail 

in Chapter 6.   

We must also consider that there were some social meanings (e.g., femininity, 

masculinity, dominance, professionalism) for which the results in the perception 

experiment were much the same for L1 and L2 listeners.  This finding would suggest 

that: 1) those meanings are the same in English and Mandarin, and thus transfer did 

not involve any change in meaning, 2) the learners had successfully acquired the L1 

             3)                “   v     ”                       x                 

acoustic features across languages.  The latter notion is                O    ’  (1984) 

“   q          ”                     v                                            . 

These various interpretations are explored in Chapter 6. 

Furthermore, based on an investigation of trends in the perception data, it 

appeared that certain characteristics were linked while others were not.  For 

instance, both L1 and L2 listeners perceived listeners using sajiao as less dominant, 

less masculine, and less professional.  Thus, it is possible that these traits are linked 

in perception; stereotypes of masculinity may include ideals of dominance and 
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professionalism.  Additionally, L1 listeners found sajiao to be more feminine, cuter, 

and friendlier than non-sajiao.  Therefore, it could be the case that, in Taiwanese 

culture, ideals of femininity include cuteness and friendliness.  Furthermore, the 

association of femininity with sajiao                                1          ’ 

perceptions of females as more pleasant-sounding when they used sajiao.  For L2 

listeners on the other hand, despite finding sajiao more feminine than non-sajiao, 

they did not find it to be cuter, friendlier, or more pleasant-sounding; thus, it does 

not appear that those meanings are linked with femininity (signaled through sajiao) 

for them.    

 In summary, the results show that the social meanings linked with sajiao for 

native speakers were: femininity, cuteness, friendliness, pleasantness (for females 

only), lack of masculinity, lack of dominance, lack of professionalism, 

heterosexuality in females, and homosexuality in males.  Non-native speakers 

associated sajiao with some but not all of these traits.  What is more, it was shown 

that the greater the number of sajiao features in a stimulus, the more intense the 

association of sajiao with the target social traits.  A question that remains is whether 

L2 listeners show native-like trends in terms of which social contexts they use sajiao.  

This question is examined in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4: Sajiao in production 

4.1. Methods 

 Now that it has been established that L2 learners acquire certain of the social 

meanings attributed to sajiao before other meanings (or not at all), it remains to be 

seen whether they show native-like constraints in their use of sajiao.  In this chapter, 

I explore whether L2 speakers show the same trends as native-speakers in their use 

of sajiao according to formality, publicness, and gender.  Furthermore, it must be 

determined whether males use sajiao in addition to females, as described by Yueh 

(2012).  To answer these questions, I asked American and Taiwanese males and 

females living in Taiwan to role-play with me in Mandarin in 12 different 

                      .  Y    (2012:190)               “                 ”      

sajiao is a private and informal speech act; therefore, I included privacy 

(public/private) and formality (informal/formal) as levels in the role play scenarios.  

To control for scenario-specific effects, participants enacted the same scenario in 

either the public or private setting with a formal interlocutor (either a boss or a 

professor) and with an informal interlocutor (a mother, father, or significant other).   

Participants were led to believe that the topic under investigation was persuasive 

speech in Mandarin and were told they should attempt to persuade the other person 

in the scenario to do something.  They were not, however, told that the research 

topic was specifically sajiao. 

After performing the task with all participants, I coded the scenarios from 

each participant for whether or not they used sajiao, and also the level of sajiao they 

used (low, medium, or high).  To make the rating task less onerous for raters, I 
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eliminated scenario pairs in which I heard few to no instances of sajiao used by 

participants.  Included in the rating materials were four sets of scenarios containing 

the public/private contrast, two sets of which contained the formality contrast as 

    .  I                                   “                     ”           (        

5, 6, 11, and 12 in Table 2) to determine whether sajiao would be used with a 

significant other only or with a mother/father as well.   

Table 4.1. Levels of privacy and formality in the production task scenarios 
 Public setting Private setting 
Formal Relationship #1: Explain to your 

professor that you are 
running late. 
 

#8: Ask your boss to give 
you a ride to the coffee shop. 

Informal Relationship #2: Explain to your 
significant other that you are 
running late. 
 
#5: Convince your father to 
help you buy a computer. 
 
#6: Convince your 
significant other to help you 
buy a computer. 

#7: Ask your significant 
other to give you a ride to 
the coffee shop. 
 
#11: Convince your mother 
to cook dinner. 
 
#12: Convince your 
significant other to cook 
dinner. 

 

Out of those participants who completed both tasks, all with the exception of 

two or three had completed the perception task prior to doing the production task.  

Generally speaking, the participants completed the perception task a few hours to a 

few days before the production task.  Upon completion of the production task, those 

participants who had already completed the perception task were asked about their 

thoughts on sajiao, including whether they ever used it and whether they thought 

both male and female talkers use sajiao.  Their answers to these questions were 

outside the scope of this dissertation but would be interesting to explore in follow-
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up work.  The participants who had not completed the perception experiment prior 

to doing the production task were not asked any questions about sajiao.   

F                           v                                     

                                          v                      v          H    ‘  

         .  A                                               v          H    ‘  (    

graduate students and one undergraduate), and their background information is 

presented in Table 4.2.  They were asked to listen to each scenario and indicate 

whether they thought the participant had used sajiao.  They were not told to listen 

for any sajiao features in particular; they were simply asked to give their impression 

of whether the talker had used sajiao in each scenario.  If they thought the 

participant had used sajiao, they were also instructed to answer two further 

q        : “H        sajiao                    ?”     “H                        

use sajiao?”             q                                         (    F      4.1).  

Raters were able to access all files from an online repository (Dropbox) and all 

completed the task remotely.  They were instructed to wear headphones while 

doing the task.  Only responses for the first question are considered in the analysis 

presented below.  Follow-up work may consider responses to the other two 

questions. 

Table 4.2. Rater background information 

Rater Gender Age     … G      … How Long in the U.S.? 

Ren Female 22 Taipei, Taiwan Taipei, Taiwan 3yrs 

Melissa Female 24 Taichung City, Taiwan Taichung City, Taiwan 3yrs 

Ruby  Female 34 Taipei, Taiwan Taipei, Taiwan 3yrs 
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Figure 4.1. Production task rating questionnaire

 
  

4.1.1. Participants 

 In total, 44 participants completed the production task: 10 American (L2) 

females, 10 American (L2) males, 10 Taiwanese (L1) females, and 13 Taiwanese (L1) 

males.  As shown in Table 4.3, the mean and median ages for the L2 female and L2 

male groups were slightly higher than for the L1 female and L1 male groups.  

Participants were compensated with the equivalent of 5USD for doing the 

production task.  The production task was conducted in various quiet rooms and 

hallways in the language building of National Taiwan Normal University in Taipei 

using a Zoom H2 recorder.  The task itself was conducted entirely in Mandarin 

Chinese.  Before and after the task, I typically used Mandarin with the Taiwanese 

participants (unless they wanted to speak English with me) and English with the 

American participants. 
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Table 4.3. Mean and median ages of production task participants 

 Number Mean age Median age 

L1 Females 11 20.4 20 

L2 Females 10 27.6 26.5 

L1 Males 13 21.75 20 

L2 Males 10 29.9 28 

 

Raters indicated whether they believed talkers had used sajiao in the eight 

                         “ ”            “ ”       .                      “ ”           

                                       ;       x               “ ”                

there were three raters.  Talkers who received a total of either two or t     “ ”      

                                    “ ”       v  g used sajiao in that scenario.  The 

data from the production task was fit to a logistic regression model using R.   In the 

logistic regression model, the dependent variable was use of sajiao (“ ”    “ ”).      

independent variables were also binary: 1) talker background (L1 or L2), 2) talker 

gender (male or female), 3) publicness (public or private), and 4) formality 

(informal or formal).  In the models below, a higher coefficient indicates a greater 

likelihood of sajiao use. 

Next, the number of scenarios in which each participant used sajiao (out of 

eight possible scenarios) was used as a predictor of behavior in the perception 

experiment in order to determine whether speakers who used more sajiao during 

the production task responded differently to the clips containing sajiao than those 

who used less.  This analysis is important because it reveals the degree to which 

different speakers or groups of speakers may be doing sajiao for different reasons.  

There could be many meanings associated with sajiao (cf. the case of /t/-release in 
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Eckert 2008), and different individuals could be indexing different traits/stances 

through their use of sajiao.  

Thus, I examined the relationship between the scores participants gave sajiao 

tokens in the perception experiment (for each trait) with the number of scenarios 

(out of eight) in the production task in which raters identified them as having used 

sajiao.  The data for each characteristic (e.g., cuteness, dominance, etc.) was fit to 

logistic regression models (one for each trait) using R.  In the logistic regression 

models, the dependent variable was listener response to sajiao tokens (on a scale 

from 1 to 7) for the target characteristic (e.g., cuteness).  The independent variable 

was the number of scenarios (out of eight) from the production task in which 

participants used sajiao (           “Sajiao                  ”                    ).  

For instance, it could be determined whether participants who perceived sajiao as 

“     ”    “             ”                                                          

use sajiao in the production scenarios.   Only significant correlations between the 

perception responses and production data are discussed. 

 

4.2. Results 

The model in Table 4.4 presents several significant trends found in the 

production data.  First, L1 (Taiwanese) participants were significantly more likely 

than L2 (American) participants to use sajiao (p<0.001).  Second, females were 

more likely than males to use sajiao (p=0.07); this trend was only approaching 
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significance but was in the same direction for both L1 and L2 listeners.  Third, sajiao 

was significantly more likely in private than in public scenarios (p<0.01).  This trend 

was in the same direction for all talker groups regardless of background or gender 

and is evident in a plot of trends in the raw data in Figure 4.2.  Fourth, sajiao was 

significantly more likely in informal than in formal situations (p<0.001).  This trend 

was significant for all listeners regardless of background and gender and is plotted 

in Figure 4.3.  Nonetheless, it is worth noting from Table 4.5 that sajiao was still in 

fact used in more formal relationships (with a boss and with a professor).  

Table 4.4.  Model of sajiao use in the production task. Coefficients of fixed effects; 
higher coefficients indicate a greater likelihood of sajiao usage 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Background = L1 1.4244 0.3354 4.246 p<0.001 
Gender = Male -0.5784 0.3142 -1.841 p=0.07 
Publicness = Public -0.8100 0.3174 -2.552 p=0.01 
Formality = Informal 3.1761 0.3497 9.082 p<0.001 

 

Table 4.5 presents the raw numbers and percentages of scenarios in which 

sajiao was used across talkers.  For the informal, public, and private scenarios, the 

order of sajiao use from most to least was as follows: 1) L1 females, 2) L1 males, 3) 

L2 females, 4) L2 males.  However, in the formal scenarios, the order of sajiao usage 

from most to least was as follows: 1) L1 females, 2) L1 males, 3) L2 males, 4) L2 

females.  In other words, L2 females were less likely to use sajiao in the formal 

scenarios than were L2 males.  Potential explanations for this finding will be 

discussed at the end of this chapter.  
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Table 4.5. Percentages of scenarios in which sajiao was used: formality and 
publicness. The higher percentage for each pair of factors is in bold. 
 Formal Informal Public Private Overall 

L1 Females (n=11) 50% 
(11/22) 

97% 
(64/66) 

82% 
(36/44) 

89% 
(39/44) 

 

85% 
(75/88) 

L1 Males (n=13) 31% 
(8/26) 

95% 
(74/78) 

71% 
(37/52) 

87% 
(45/52) 

 

79% 
(82/104) 

L1 Participants (All) 55% 
(48/88) 
 

96% 
(138/144) 

76% 
(73/96) 

88% 
(84/96) 

82% 
(157/192) 

L2 Females (n=10) 15% 
(3/20) 

87% 
(52/60) 

65% 
(26/40) 

73% 
(29/40) 

 

69% 
(55/80) 

L2 Males (n=10) 30% 
(6/20) 

72% 
(43/60) 

58% 
(23/40) 

65% 
(26/40) 

61% 
(49/80) 
 

L2 Participants (All) 23% 
(9/40) 

79% 
(95/120) 

61% 
(49/80) 

69% 
(55/80) 

65% 
(104/160) 
 

All Participants 32% 
(28/88) 

88% 
(233/264) 

69% 
(122/176) 

79% 
(139/176) 

74% 
(261/352) 
 

 

Figure 4.2. Percentage of sajiao use across situations in the production task: 
publicness 
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Figure 4.3. Percentage of sajiao use across situations in the production task: 
formality 

 

 Gender was not a significant factor in use of sajiao for either L1 or L2 

participants.  Formality, on the other hand, was a significant factor for both L1 and 

L2 participants.  This is illustrated by the percentages in Table 4.5.  Figures 4.4 and 

4.5 illustrate the fact that formality but not gender affected amount of sajiao used by 

L1 and L2 participants.  The difference in formality is approximately the same for L2 

as for L1 participants (Figure 4.5), thus offering counterevidence for the notion that 

style (in the sense of attention paid to speech) is not as salient for L2 learners as 

other factors (such as gender) (cf. Major 2004; Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011).   

Table 4.6.  Model of sajiao use in the production task according to formality: L1 
Participants. Coefficients of fixed effects; higher coefficients indicate a greater 
likelihood of sajiao usage 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Formality = Informal 3.5584 0.5109 6.965 p<0.001 
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Table 4.7.  Model of sajiao use in the production task according to formality: L2 
Participants. Coefficients of fixed effects; higher coefficients indicate a greater 
likelihood of sajiao usage 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Formality = Informal 2.5718 0.4403 5.84 p<0.001 

 
 
Figure 4.4. Sajiao use according to talker gender (differences not significant). 

 

Figure 4.5. Sajiao use according to formality (differences significant for both groups 
of talkers). 
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Within the formal and informal categories, the interlocutor did not impact 

the amount of sajiao used.  Table 4.8 and Figure 4.6 below present the differences in 

sajiao use across the five different interlocutors, two involving a formal relationship 

(boss, professor) and three involving an informal relationship (mother, father, 

significant other).  Because the trends in sajiao use with the different interlocutors 

were similar across the L1 and L2 talker groups (as illustrated by Figure 4.6), all 

talkers were collapsed into a single group in the model presented in Table 4.9, in 

      “    ”                                                  z   .  Upon examination 

of Table 4.8, it appears that the percentages of sajiao use were slightly lower with 

the professor than with the boss in the formal category, but this difference is not 

significant in the model in Table 4.9 (p=0.17).  H   v                        “    ” 

and the three informal relationships were significant; sajiao was significantly more 

likely to be used with a father (p<0.001), mother (p<0.001), or significant other 

(p<0.001) than with a boss.  These results show that sajiao may be used in a variety 

of intimate relationships, as described by Yueh (2012). 

Table 4.8. Percentages of scenarios in which sajiao was used: various interlocutors 
 Formal  Informal   

 Boss Professor Father Mother Significant Other 

L1 Talkers 50% 
12/24 

29% 
7/24 

88% 
21/24 

100% 
24/24 

97% 
93/96 

 
L2 Talkers 

 
25% 
5/20 

 
20% 
4/20 

 
65% 
13/20 

 
80% 
16/20 

 
83% 
66/80 

 
All talkers 

 
39% 
17/44 

 
25% 
11/44 

 
77% 
34/44 

 
91% 
40/44 

 
90% 
159/176 
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Figure 4.6. Sajiao use across the five different interlocutors 

 

Table 4.9.  Model of sajiao use in the production task: Various interlocutors.  
Coefficients of fixed effects; higher coefficients indicate a greater likelihood of sajiao 
      (      “    ”              ) 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Interlocutor:Father 1.6864 0.4746 3.553 p<0.001 
Interlocutor:Mother 2.7652 0.6090 4.541 p<0.001 
Interlocutor:Professor -0.6360 0.4659 -1.365 p=0.17 
Interlocutor:SignificantOther 2.6983 0.4012 6.725 p<0.001 

 

4.2.2. Correlations between perception and production results 

 A comparison of scores for the various characteristics on the perception task 

with the number of scenarios in which participants used sajiao revealed several 

significant trends.  First, there was a significant inverse correlation between L1 

            ’  erceptions of cuteness and their use of sajiao in the production task.  
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cute than did participants who used less sajiao in the production task.  In other 

words, the cuter L1 participants perceived sajiao to be, the less likely they were to 

use it in the production scenarios.  This finding was in the same direction for L1 

male and L1 female participants and would suggest that when they used sajiao, L1 

participants were trying to index social meanings other than cuteness. 

Table 4.10.  Model of relationship between how cute L1 listeners perceived sajiao 
to be and number of scenarios in production task in which they used sajiao.  Scores 
were taken from sajiao guise only.  Coefficients of fixed effects; higher coefficients 
                 v      “        ”        
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Sajiao Use in Production -0.3898 0.1688 -2.309 p<0.05 

 

Furthermore, L1 males showed an inverse correlation between perceived 

friendliness and use of sajiao; those who used the most sajiao in fact perceived it as 

less friendly than did those who used less sajiao.  This is shown in the model in 

Table 4.11 and would suggest that the L1 males were not aiming at friendliness but 

rather another social meaning through their use of sajiao in the production task. 

Table 4.11.  Model of relationship between how friendly L1 male participants 
perceived sajiao to be and number of scenarios in production task in which they 
used sajiao.  Scores were taken from sajiao guise only.  Coefficients of fixed effects; 
                                     v      “        ”        
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Sajiao Use in Production -0.3375 0.1668 -2.023 p<0.05 

 

In addition, there was an inverse correlation for L1 males between perceived 

femininity and use of sajiao (p<0.05); the more sajiao they used in production, the 

less feminine they found it to be.  In other words, the more feminine they found 
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sajiao to be, the less they used in the production task.  There were no clear trends 

for any groups of participants with respect to perceived pleasantness, dominance, 

masculinity, and professionalism.   

Table 4.12.                                1                  ’                    
feminine sajiao was and number of scenarios in production task in which they used 
sajiao.  Scores were taken from sajiao guise only.  Coefficients of fixed effects; higher 
                              v      “        ”       . 
 Estimate Std.  Error Z value Pr(>|z|)   
Sajiao Use in Production -0.3971 .01714 -2.317 p<0.05 

 
  

Thus, the investigation of the relationship between perception and 

production has suggested that different groups of talkers were indexing different 

traits through their use of sajiao.  The most dramatic correlations were found for the 

L1 male talkers; the cuter, friendlier, and more feminine they found sajiao to be, the 

less they used sajiao in the production task.  In addition, L1 females also showed an 

inverse correlation between use of sajiao and cuteness; the cuter they found sajiao 

to be in perception, the less sajiao they used in production.  The findings for the L1 

listeners regarding cuteness would suggest that, despite the association of sajiao 

with cuteness in Taiwan (cf. Chuang 2005), L1 participants were trying to index 

social meanings other than cuteness in their use of sajiao.  The inverse correlations 

found for the L1 participants highlight the notion that one cannot make hasty 

conclusions about production based on perception findings alone (cf. Johnstone and 

Kiesling 2008).  As shown by these results, even when participants find a speech 
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style to be, for instance, feminine, it is not necessarily the case that they will be more 

likely to use it in their own speech.   

4.3. Discussion 

 The results from the production task point to several important conclusions.  

First, from Table 4.5 we see that, contrary to previous descriptions of sajiao as 

“     ’        ” (C    1997; C      200 ; F      1991, 2000), men also use 

sajiao (c.f., Yueh 2012).  Nonetheless, there is still an effect of gender in which males 

are less likely to use sajiao than are females.  Perhaps, then, descriptions of sajiao 

should be amended to account for these trends; while sajiao is in fact used by both 

men and women, it is more commonly used among women.   

 Furthermore, in the production task described in this chapter, sajiao was 

                      v                             .                    “       

          ”     ioned by Yueh (2012) that sajiao is a private speech act.  

Nonetheless, talkers did use it in public situations in the production task, a finding 

               Y   ’  (2012)      v          sajiao being used in public settings in 

Taiwan.  Additionally, sajiao was significantly more likely to be used in informal 

than in formal scenarios.  This finding was also significant for all groups of talkers.  

Collectively, these results point to the conclusion that sajiao is a style of speech that 

is for the most part used in private, informal situations.  This conclusion has 

ramifications for CSL (Chinese as a Second Language) education, as learners will 

need to master the appropriate circumstances for using sajiao if they wish to use it 
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in their Mandarin speech.  If this kind of variation is not addressed in CSL materials, 

learners will take longer to master the rules for when it is appropriate to use sajiao 

and when it is not.  These implications will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. 

Nonetheless, there were participants who used sajiao in formal scenarios in 

the production task.  This would suggest that, while it is primarily used in private, 

informal situations, sajiao may in some cases be used in formal scenarios in Taiwan 

as well.  However, I also could n                   “    ”     “         ”          

to a formal situation for these participants; for instance, their workplace could have 

been quite informal.  If sajiao is indeed a type of politeness practice, then it would 

likely be used in some workplaces; as stated by Holmes and Schnurr (2008), for 

                        “          ”                                             

workplaces. 

Another important conclusion to be drawn from the production results is 

that, while L1 speakers use more sajiao than do L2 speakers, it is nonetheless the 

case that L2 Mandarin talkers use sajiao in their Mandarin speech.  According to 

Table 4.10, the order of sajiao use from most to least for the informal, public, and 

private scenarios was as follows: 1) L1 females, 2) L1 males, 3) L2 females, 4) L2 

males.  This ordering suggests that L2 learners have acquired the gender norms for 

sajiao use in Mandarin.  This finding is what we would expect if we assume that L2 

learners monolithically acquire L1 variation, including gender distinctions, as they 

become more proficient in the L2.   
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However, we see that L2 females were using even less sajiao than American 

males in the formal scenarios.   One possible explanation for this result is that 

American women were hyper-correcting for style in the formal scenarios; perhaps 

they felt the need to use minimal sajiao in order to project a professional persona, 

whereas for male talkers, the stakes were not quite as high.  In other words, L2 male 

            “        ”            sajiao in a professional setting, but L2 female 

talkers may feel that they will be perceived as less professional if they use sajiao.  

Thus, American females may wish to minimize their use of sajiao so as to keep social 

distance from their colleagues in order to be taken seriously.  This strategy was used 

by the female faculty members at an American                            ’  (2008) 

       ;               R                                              “…              

                                       ’                    …     ’            

                              …    j      v                          v ” (       

2008: 278). 

The comparisons of participant perceptions and productions of sajiao 

showed that groups of talkers may index very different meanings through their use 

of sajiao.  For instance, from the results it appeared that neither L1 males nor 

females wished to index cuteness through their use of sajiao, and L1 males did not 

wish to index friendliness, either.  These results suggest above all that it is not 

possible to predict what a talker will do in her/his speech based solely on 

perception results.  This also relates to the notion of agency in style (c.f., Ahearn 
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2001; Bucholtz 1999; Bucholtz and Hall 2004; Johnstone 2009); a talker may opt to 

use (or not to use) a particular style in performing her/his own unique identity. 
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Chapter 5: Interviews with American Mandarin speakers living in Taiwan 

5.1. Rationale 

After analyzing the results from the perception and production tasks, I re-

consulted the interviews I conducted in Taiwan with American Mandarin speakers 

in the hope they would provide insight into some of my findings.  In particular, I was 

interested in why the L2 participants did not find sajiao to be pleasant-sounding, 

whereas native listeners did.  The interviews provide multiple potential 

explanations for this trend.  Another point that was echoed in multiple interviews 

was that the amount and frequency of sajiao that a person uses affects how (s)he is 

perceived.  Furthermore, the interviews allowed me to confirm the findings from the 

perception and production task; the interviews were open-                   “    ” 

participants in the same way that the questions in the more controlled tasks did.   

 

5.2. Methods 

 The interview questions I used are attached as Appendix C.  These questions 

were originally designed to engage generalized discussion about sajiao.  I was 

interested in the kinds of social traits Americans associated with sajiao so that I 

would know which traits to inquire about in the perception experiment.  So as not to 

lead the participants by asking specifically about sajiao, I began the interview by 

asking the American participants more generally about their views on gender in 

Mandarin learning.  I was particularly interested in whether they believed their 

gender had had an impact on their experiences living in Taiwan and learning 
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Mandarin. Next, I asked them whether they had noticed any differences in how men 

versus women in Taiwan spoke Mandarin, at which point many participants 

specifically mentioned sajiao. If they did not mention sajiao in their response, then I 

asked them whether they had heard of sajiao and/or knew what it was.  After 

inquiring about their general views on sajiao, I asked them whether they had heard 

men using sajiao and/or how they thought a man using sajiao would be perceived.  

I interviewed all participants in public places (e.g., coffee shops, restaurants) 

or personal residences in Taiwan.  All recordings were made using a Zoom H-2 

Recorder.  Interviews were conducted in English and lasted approximately 30 

minutes to one hour each.  All interviews were done in private.  In total, I 

interviewed 12 Americans (7 females, 5 males). Self-reported information about the 

interview participants can be found in Table 5.1. Cases in which participants did not 

                               “ / ”.                                     19 to 56, 

and the amount of time spent in Taiwan ranged from 5 months to 35 years. Such a 

wide range of ages and experience was included in order to gain a variety of 

perspectives regarding sajiao. I recruited participants through an American friend 

living in Taipei.   
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Table 5.1. Self-reported characteristics of interview participants, by gender and time spent 
in Taiwan.  All participants were Americans living in Taiwan.  All names are self-selected 
pseudonyms. 

Participant Gender Age Ethnicity Where from? 

Time 
spent in 
Taiwan 

Time spent 
learning/speaking 
Mandarin 

Janet female 19 Chinese-
American 

Washington; born 
in Hawai'i 

5 months 5 months 

Camille female 23 Caucasian California, USA 5 months 5 months 

Kirsten female 32 Caucasian North Carolina, 
USA 

2 years 1 year 

Ann female 25 Caucasian Pennsylvania, USA 3 years 3 years 

Charlotte female 32 n/a America 7 years 5 years 

Bob female 27 Caucasian Hawai'i 8 years 8 years 

Liu female 56 Caucasian USA 35 years 35 years 

Jared male 22 White Taiwan; born in 
Utah 

4 years 6 
months 

12 years 

Aaron male 26 n/a California, USA 4+ years 10 years 

AlexT male 37 Caucasian New Mexico, USA 11 years 10 years 

Liwen male 42 Caucasian Virginia, U.S.A. 14+ years 17+ years 

Andrew male 38 Caucasian Massachusetts, 
USA 

16 years 19 years 

 

After transcribing all of the interviews, I read through them and noted any 

recurring themes or patterns that emerged.  In this chapter I will only discuss the 

themes that provide further insight regarding sajiao than what was found through 

the results from the perception and production tasks.  Themes that are not directly 

relevant to the topic of this dissertation or only reinforce findings from the 

perception and production tasks are listed below but are preceded by an asterisk (*).  

The themes that were identified were: 

 Sajiao is mostly or exclusively by women, and it involves high pitch, 

using more sentence-                                   “    ”    . 

 Sajiao is annoying, especially in excess. 
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 Only younger people (in their 20s) use sajiao.  However, two 

participants thought that sajiao may be used by people at any age. 

 *Gay men use sajiao, and/or a man using sajiao would be perceived as 

gay.  However, some participants reported that heterosexual males 

use sajiao with their girlfriends/wives. 

 *Sajiao is only appropriate in informal interactions. 

 *Living in Taiwan is more difficult for American women than for 

American men.  Multiple participants mentioned a lack of dating 

opportunities for American women, as opposed to an abundance of 

dating opportunities for American men. 

After identifying the themes, I read through the transcripts again, marking 

instances of each theme.  I also highlighted quotes that I thought exemplified the 

themes particularly well.  I have included those quotes in this chapter.     

 

5.3. Results 

5.3.1. Potential explanations for why Americans did not find sajiao pleasant-

sounding 

L2 participants in the perception task did not find sajiao to be more pleasant-

sounding than non-sajiao, whereas L1 participants did (at least for female talkers).  

Possible explanations for this finding can be found in the interviews.  First, high 

                                          A             v      ’       v  

evaluations of sajiao.  Interview participants frequently mentioned other 
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components of sajiao, but high pitch seemed to be particularly salient in their 

negative evaluations of sajiao.   We see this, for instance, in comments from Janet, 

Ann, and Camille:  

Janet: If someone has like a high-pitched cutesy voice in America, that's considered really 
annoying so...so since we grew up with that, um, a lot of Asian Americans don't like it... 

Ann: [Sajiao]’  j                        …       '  j                          . 

C      : …                      x                v        I'                    I    '  
raise my voice a million octaves, I don't add a lot of 'ahs' to it just because, um, you know I'm 
a woman and I don't want to act like a child. 
 
 

These statements help interpret the findings for L2 listeners from the perception 

experiment.  In the L2 listener model for pleasantness, only mean pitch was 

interchangeable with number of sajiao features; L2 listeners found talkers to be less 

pleasant-sounding the higher their mean pitch.  For comparison, in the L1 listener 

model for pleasantness, both mean pitch and final vowel duration were 

interchangeable with number of sajiao features; L1 listeners perceived talkers 

(particular females) as more pleasant-sounding the higher their mean pitch and the 

longer their final vowels.  Taken together, therefore, the perception and interview 

data suggest that high pitch may have been a particularly salient reason why 

Americans did not find sajiao pleasant-sounding in the perception experiment.   

 An additional explanation for why American listeners did not find sajiao to be 

pleasant-sounding is its association with Taiwanese ideals of cuteness and 

infantilized femininity.  Multiple participants reported a mismatch of such notions of 

cute and infantilized femininity with ideals for femininity in the U.S.  This is shown 

in the following quotes from two separate interviews:  
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C      : … sajiao is perceived by us as not speaking womanly. It could be feminine but like a 
child, like a little girl. 
 
Charlotte: I don't think cute is always sexy. I think cute is for kids sometimes. 
 
 

Camil                                        “           ”           .  F            

several participants described sajiao    “     ”. 

Another aspect of the perceived mismatch between American and Taiwanese 

ideals of femininity had to do with the role of the physical body.  American female 

participants expressed frustration over their inability to find clothing and shoes to 

fit them, and how they generally felt larger than Taiwanese women. They also 

described the greater pressure to be thin and beautiful in Taiwan as opposed to in 

    S                                 q                 ’       v   . 

Kirsten: For women, even Western women, like you know, you're fat, you're, you need to 
lose weight, I had my host mother pat my stomach and go, 'oh, I'm gonna give you some 
medicine that'll take care of that'. 
 

 
These experiences of the American women regarding their bodies relates to the 

brief discussion of Yueh (2012) concerning the popular notion that there are certain 

body types that are more suitable for sajiao than others.  Yueh (2012) lists sources 

describing sajiao as more appropriate when used by women with smaller 

builds/frames, for instance the following: 

Some girls are born delicate. They do not need to deliberately sajiao, but speak in a soft voice, 
and men will be attracted. However, if she has a robust body and loud voice, no one will feel 
comfortable when she does sajiao. (Apple Daily, February 4 2009) 
 
 

Therefore, in addition to a perceived mismatch in ideals of femininity in Taiwan 

versus the U.S., it is possible that body size also affected how much sajiao American 
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females felt comfortable using.  However, it must be noted that Yueh (2012) did not 

observe a difference in amount of sajiao use according to body type.  Nonetheless, 

Americans in Taiwan may be affected by popular discourses of who uses sajiao. 

Another potential explanation for why L2 participants did not find sajiao 

pleasant-                             v         “    ”    “      ”.                 

illustrated by the following comments from the interviews: 

Ann: [Sajiao]’  j           …                  '  j                          . 
 
A     : …     '                   sajiao. There's this whole kind of component to endearing 
yourself to other people, in whic                                    v    … I    '           
   v          … 
 

In addition, Andrew remarked that he did not appreciate the indirect nature 

of requests in sajiao: 

Andrew: But if [sajiao] was kind of a constant way of getting things from me, I'd rather [s/he] 

just ask. 

Thus, there are multiple explanations for why Americans did not find sajiao 

pleasant-sounding, including mismatches in cultural ideals for femininity and the 

nature of request-making. 

 

5.3.2. Sajiao as indexical of friendliness and familiarity 

 The L1 participants perceived sajiao as friendlier than non-sajiao in the 

perception task, whereas L2 participants did not.  This finding could be due to 

incomplete acquisition of the social meanings of sajiao by the L2 participants.  
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Evidence for this notion is the fact that only two of the twelve interview participants 

mentioned the friendly connotation of sajiao in Taiwan.  Both of these participants 

had been living in Taiwan for many years (Bob for 9 years and Liu for 35 years); in 

fact, they were the female participants who had lived in Taiwan the longest.  What is 

more, they both had very high proficiency in Mandarin Chinese. Liu, for instance, 

reported great success among her visitors whom she told to use sajiao: 

   : …                                         '  …  ’         .'3 And [the Taiwanese] like it, 
  '          'v                                                                       …C      -
W                              'v                    ‘                             ?’ 
 

 
                                                            Y   ’  (2012) 

dissertation, that sajiao has many important functions in Taiwanese society beyond 

j          ‘     ’        ’. A            Y    (2012)                     

communicative strategy that people of any gender will use to create a feeling of 

intimacy and familiarity in an interaction.  Given these quotes about the friendly 

connotations of sajiao by advanced L2 learners, it is possible that the L2 participants 

in the perception/production tasks had not yet acquired the association of sajiao 

with friendliness.  Unfortunately, information about amount of time spent in Taiwan 

was not collected from participants who completed the perception/production 

tasks. 

 

5.3.3. Frequency of sajiao use matters 

                                                           
3
Liu says this in higher pitch in English, pretending that she is speaking in Mandarin with a native 

Taiwan Mandarin speaker. 
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Another notion raised in the interviews but not in the perception and 

production tasks was that the frequency of sajiao use has a large impact on how the 

person doing sajiao is perceived.  Sajiao           v                   “        ” 

when used in excess.  This idea is illustrated by quotes from the interviews with 

Liwen and Aaron: 

Liwen: I think that there's probably a small group of local men and certainly I think a lot 
more foreign men who at                                 . O      '                         … 
 
Aaron: My personal view on it I can definitely say is that, uh, I find it kind of cute in very, very, 
very small doses at the right time, but if it goes past that I just find it extremely irritating. 
 
 

On a related note, it would seem from the perception results that the degree of 

sajiao                               2          ’                  ;      2            

there was an increase in perceived pleasantness and friendliness for tokens that 

contained one sajiao feature as opposed to none, but there was a decrease in 

perceived pleasantness and friendliness for tokens that contained two sajiao 

features as opposed to one.  Thus, listeners may have perceived the samples 

containing two sajiao              x     v                   “ v  -the-   .” 

 

5.3.4. Sajiao and age 

 Another theme about sajiao to have come from the interviews that was not 

examined in the perception and production experiments was age.  Five participants 

reported that only or mostly younger people (under the age of 30) used sajiao: 

Ann: It seems more younger, like, not young young like kids but more like teenagers or early 
20 … 
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Bob: Yeah, I don't think I've heard anybody over the age of 30 doing that. 
 
 

This perspective echoes an opinion in a popular culture publication quoted by Yueh 

(2012:109): 

                  z                          . I                       …               
                                   v  . H   v  …             x                       . 
When the princess gets old, not cute anymore, please do not sajiao        ” (A     D      
March 25 2011). 

However, two participants, both of whom had been living in Taiwan for many 

years, reported that middle-aged people or people at any age could use sajiao, too.  

One of these participants was Liu:  

   : D                 … I'v                      sajiao, yes. 

 

Again, there appears to be a mismatch between popular culture views of who uses 

sajiao and the reality of who actually uses sajiao.   

 

5.4. Discussion 

In conclusion, the interviews shed light on why Americans may have found 

sajiao to be less pleasant-sounding than non-sajiao in the perception experiment.  

Possible explanations included descriptions of sajiao as whiny, artificial, and 

symbolic of an infantilized femininity with which the American participants could 

not identify.  Higher mean pitch was particularly salient in negative descriptions of 

sajiao by American interview participants, a finding which was confirmed by the L2 

pleasant-sounding ratings in the perception task. In addition, the fact that the two 
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most advanced female L2 Mandarin learners who were interviewed realized the 

friendly connotation of sajiao but sajiao was not rated friendlier than non-sajiao in 

the perception experiment by L2 participants suggests that perhaps the friendly 

connotation of sajiao is acquired by learners only as they become more proficient in 

the language and/or accustomed to the culture. 
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Chapter 6: Theoretical and Practical Implications 

6.1. Theoretical Implications 

6.1.1. Contributions to our understanding of sajiao 

Before discussing the implications of this research with respect to the 

acquisition of L2 variation, it is first necessary to describe what we have learned 

about sajiao through this dissertation.  Including L1 participants in my research 

allowed me to establish a baseline for whether sajiao is, according to popular 

                               “        ”                  (C    1998; C      200 ; 

Lin 2005; Yueh 2012).  For instance, Yueh (2012: 105) provides examples of this 

popular understanding of sajiao in the form of advice columns written by so-called 

“        x     ”               “                       sajiao.”  Y    (2012)      

quotes stories and personal anecdotes from women who use sajiao in order to keep 

their relationships running smoothly.   

In support of the notion that sajiao is a gendered speech style, Yueh (2012) 

reported more instances of females than males using sajiao in her/his fieldwork in 

Taiwan.  However, Yueh also noted males using it.  Therefore, attempting to move 

away from such stereotypical sex-based accounts of sajiao use, Yueh (2012) 

described sajiao as a feminine performance               “     ’          ”.  

Nonetheless, Y   ’  (2012)                  sajiao as a type of feminine persuasion 

needs more fleshing out, and it appears to come from her/his native understanding 

of sajiao                : “I        v                       v       sajiao as a form of 
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feminine persua    ” (Y    2012: 41).                                            

provided a new perspective on sajiao, one based on analysis of the social meanings 

associated with sajiao in perception and the situations in which it is used in 

production. 

The results from my perception experiment largely confirm the gender 

associations with sajiao that have been discussed by previous authors (cf. Chan 

1997; Chuang 2005; Yueh 2012; Zitong 2012); talkers were perceived as 

significantly more feminine and less masculine when they used sajiao.  Furthermore, 

sajiao was associated with other social meanings (e.g., friendly, cute, and pleasant-

sounding) that may only be indirectly linked with femininity; these findings suggest 

that sajiao                    ’                                                  .   

In the production task, sajiao use was higher among female participants than 

among male participants, which is consistent with claims that sajiao is used more by 

women than by men (Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Yueh 2012; Zitong 2012).  Sajiao 

was also more likely in informal as opposed to formal scenarios and in private as 

opposed to public scenarios.  However, the production results also contained 

instances of males using sajiao, and of sajiao being used in public and formal 

scenarios.  In line with Yueh (2012), these results demonstrate that the distribution 

of sajiao use is not categorical despite popular beliefs.   

Given the fact that L1 men and women in Taiwan use sajiao, we must 

cons           x                            “                     .”  I               
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of this point, the concepts of direct and indirect indexation are most useful 

(Silverstein 2003; Eckert 2008).  As mentioned in Chapter 1, the indexical field is a 

useful notion in discussing the connection between ideologies and local 

performances of identity.  Whereas some researchers have argued that linguistic 

variants are directly indexed with larger social categories (i.e., tag questions being 

associated with females), others have argued that variants indirectly activate 

association with a social category through indexing traits that are associated with 

that category (Eckert 2008; Moore and Podesva 2009).  Thus, a particular linguistic 

variant like high-rising terminal ma    v          “   -     ”     x               

“         ”                                      “ +1st      ”     x            

“        ”    “     ” (  .                v  2009;        2008; S  v        2003).  

The use of a particular linguistic variant can activate social meanings at any or all of 

these levels (Moore and Podesva 2009: 479).  This was the case in my results, where 

sajiao was associated not only with femininity in perception, but also with 

friendliness, cuteness, and lack of dominance among native speakers.  If we assume 

that the L1 male participants in the production task were not attempting to index 

“          ”         sajiao use but rather qualities such as harmless or subtly 

persuasive (per Yueh 2012) (nth-level associations), then it seems likely that sajiao 

is indirectly linked with femininity (an n+1st-level association) in Taiwanese society 

through more direct associations with these and other qualities (cf. Eckert 2008: 

455).   This may not necessarily be the case for L2 learners, however, as discussed in 

Section 6.1.3. 
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Taken together, my findings and those of Yueh (2012:225) show that many 

different kinds of people use sajiao in many different kinds of situations. 

Descriptions of sajiao, for both theoretical and practical purposes, should therefore 

  v                                                “     ’        ”              

more thorough understanding of who uses it and the kinds of situations in which it 

is used. 

What is more, whereas previous work (c.f. Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Yueh 

2012) has provided only vague descriptions of sajiao ( . .                 “       

    ”    “         ”)                           v                                    

of sajiao.  The results from my acoustic analysis confirmed the notions that sajiao 

involves higher pitch (c.f. Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Lin 2005; Yueh 2012; Zitong 

2012) and sentence-final vowel lengthening (c.f. Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Lin 

2005).  In fact, my data showed these two features to be most prominent in doing 

sajiao; all of the experimental stimuli possessed at least one of these features and 

many contained both.   I also found that sajiao tokens contained less creaky voice 

than non-sajiao tokens, a point which has not yet been mentioned in descriptions of 

sajiao.  I did not, however, find support for descriptions of sajiao involving slower 

speech rate (c.f. Chan 1997; Chuang 2005; Farris 1991; Lin 2005; Yueh 2012) or 

rising sentence-final intonation (Chan 1997; Yueh 2012).   

Furthermore, I found that the number of sajiao features correlated with 

perceptions of social qualities; for L1 listeners, the greater the number of sajiao 

features used by talkers, the cuter, friendlier, more feminine, less dominant, less 
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masculine, and less professional they were perceived to be.  Additionally, L1 

listeners perceived females as more pleasant-sounding the greater the number of 

sajiao features they used.  For L2 listeners, the greater the number of sajiao features 

used by talkers, the more feminine, less masculine, less dominant, less professional, 

and less pleasant-sounding they were perceived to be.  These results show that for 

the various traits associated with sajiao, the effects are cumulative, providing 

evidence that styles can be done to different degrees.    

These acoustic results have important implications for sociolinguistic work.  

First, they speak to the role of ideologies in descriptions of speech styles; it is 

important for researchers to separate ideology from acoustic description.  Authors 

should define their descrip                      ;              “                 

down in sajiao”                                                                     

per second, greater pause length, or vowel lengthening.  In the acoustic analysis 

performed in this dissertation, there was not a significant difference in the number 

of syllables per second across the sajiao and non-sajiao guises; thus, future work on 

sajiao (and other speech styles) should move away from popular ideological 

descriptions and toward more thorough acoustic descriptions.  This is important 

because such thorough acoustic descriptions may elucidate the kinds of social 

meaning that are associated with particular acoustic features.  Once there are more 

thorough acoustic descriptions of language variants and styles, we may ascertain 

whether a feature like vowel lengthening is associated with a particular feature (e.g., 
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submissiveness or politeness) across different languages or whether the meanings 

associated with it are language- or culture-specific.    

 

6.1.2. Contributions to our understanding of the acquisition of L2 variation 

 As opposed to previous work, this dissertation has widened the scope of 

research on L2 variation, focusing on the use of an entire style rather than isolated 

linguistic variables (e.g., ING in Adamson and Regan 1991 and Major 2004).  

Furthermore, it has considered the acquisition of variation in a non-European 

language, whereas past studies have focused on the acquisition of L2 variation in 

Western languages (Adamson & Regan 1991; Mougeon, Rehner, & Nadasdi 2004; 

Rehner & Mougeon 1999; Uritescu, Mougeon, Rehner, & Nadasdi 2004).  I have 

shown that many of the claims made about the acquisition of L2 variation based on 

the analysis of isolated variables also hold true for the acquisition of entire styles 

comprised of multiple variables (such as sajiao): 1) Learners show the same kinds of 

                                  ( . . v         /         v      “        ”/      ) 

variation in a target language as native speakers, though in most cases to a lesser 

degree (Major 2004; Thomas 2004; Uritescu, Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004); 

2) Learners variably master variation in an L2 (Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 

2004); and 3) gender is a salient category for learners (Adamson and Regan 1991; 

Major 2004; Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011; Rehner, Mougeon, and Nadasdi 

2003).  Each of these conclusions will be discussed below, with reference to relevant 

findings from this dissertation.  
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Examining an entire style as opposed to a single variable or variables allowed 

me to identify the meanings of target variables in context rather than in isolation.  

This is an aspect of L2 variation that has not yet received due attention, as previous 

work has focused on discrete linguistic variables.  For instance, higher pitch may be 

associated with any number of social meanings, just as /t/-release has been shown 

to be associated with being gay, Jewish or nerdy (cf. Eckert 2008); the meaning 

associated with higher pitch in a particular instance depends on the context and 

style.  Since there are likely many meanings associated with raised pitch (or final 

vowel lengthening) in Mandarin, examining an entire style allowed me to determine 

the kinds of social meaning these variables would have when used in the context of 

other linguistics components of the style, rather than unnaturally attempting to 

isolate a variable.  Furthermore, learners do not encounter linguistic variables in 

isolation from one another in the target language; rather, they encounter them in 

the context of different target language styles.  Hence, by examining the acquisition 

of an L2 speech style rather than an isolated variable, we may approximate a more 

natural learning situation.  The experiment presented in this dissertation has 

widened the scope of previous work on acquisition of L2 variation by focusing on an 

entire speech style instead of discrete linguistic variables.   

The notion that learners show the same kinds of linguistic, gender, and 

stylistic variation in a target language as native speakers was found for my L2 

participants; like L1 participants, they used sajiao more in private and informal 

scenarios than in public and formal scenarios, respectively.  These results show that 
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when L2 individuals use sajiao, they use it in appropriate contexts.  The L2 learners 

in this study also showed an understanding of the gender constraints on sajiao use.  

Both the L1 and L2 participants viewed sajiao as more feminine and less masculine 

in perception, and as with the L1 participants, L2 females used more sajiao than L2 

males in the production scenario.  Therefore, like previous authors (Adamson and 

Regan 1991; Major 2004; Rehner, Mougeon and Nadasdi 2003; and Schleef, 

Meyerhoff and Clark 2011), I have shown that gender is a highly relevant category in 

the acquisition of L2 variation.  Furthermore, in the perception task, both L1 and L2 

participants perceived the sajiao style as less dominant and less professional than 

non-sajiao speech.  Thus, as in Clark and Schleef (2010) where the learners showed 

the same attitudes toward target language varieties as did native speakers, the L2 

participants in my study attributed some of the same meanings to the sajiao style as 

did L1 listeners.  Taken together, these findings support the notion expressed in 

previous work that learners are sensitive to and acquire L2 variation, both in 

perception and production. 

However, L2 learners did not always pattern with L1 participants; they 

behaved differently with respect to the perception of certain social characteristics, 

namely cuteness, friendliness, and pleasantness.  While L1 participants perceived 

sajiao as cuter, friendlier, and for female talkers, more pleasant-sounding, L2 

participants demonstrated no clear or robust patterns for any of these 

characteristics.  Thus, we have further evidence that L2 learners variably learn 

social meanings; there are certain social meanings that are acquired after others (or 
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not at all).  Furthermore, taken together with the production task results, these 

findings suggest that learner production of target language variation may be 

acquired before perception of social meanings; whereas the L2 learners produced 

sajiao in ways similar to the L1 participants, they differed from the L1 participants 

in perception of certain social qualities.  This pattern was also found for the Polish 

            S                       C    ’  (2011)      ;  v                        

the target English variant in ways similar to native speakers, attitude was not a 

            “          ”                             v                            

native speakers.  Thus, my research has provided further support for the notion that 

learners may show evidence for the acquisition of variation in production before 

they show acquisition of the social meanings associated with a target language 

form/style in perception. 

One might argue that the associations of sajiao with cuteness, friendliness, 

and lack of dominance in Mandarin Chinese are due to universal tendencies in 

human and other animal communication for higher pitch to index submission, 

                                                           (  . O    ’  1984 

Frequency Code).  A quote from Ohala (1984:5) explains the universal associations 

of high pitch with submissiveness as well as the efficacy of using high pitch to 

manipulate a listener:  

“     v                                                                          
produce a vocalization as rough and low in F0 as possible. On the other hand, to 
seem small and nonthreatening a vocalization which is tone-like and high in F0 is 
called for.  It is also possible in some cases that this latter behavior represents a 
form of infant mimicry.  If so, this is a particularly effective way of pacifying a would-
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be aggressor since, for obvious reason, natural selection has left most species with a 
v                                                         .” 

 

                               A        ’ “    v -    ”                               

meanings associated with sajiao would in fact not be due to acquisition of L2 

variation, but rather to universal associations of high pitch (a major feature of sajiao) 

with submissiveness, lack of power, etc.  This could be the case for the results 

regarding dominance; like native speakers, the American participants perceived 

sajiao as less dominant than non-sajiao.  However, the Americans did not perceive 

sajiao as significantly cuter, friendlier, or pleasant-sounding than non-sajiao, as did 

the Taiwanese listeners.  Thus, returning to the notion of indirect indexation (Eckert 

2008; Silverstein 2003), it appears that the Frequency Code (Ohala 1984) may 

 x              “   -  v  ”    v                                                     

        v     ;                          “ +1st   v  ”                   cuteness and 

friendliness that are linked with raised pitch in culturally-specific ways.  Thus, 

learners acquiring a language must understand the ways in which pitch (and other 

linguistic variables) are exploited in the target language to convey social meaning.  

The Frequency Code, then, may explain the finding that Americans perceived sajiao 

as less dominant than non-sajiao, but its explanatory power with respect to the 

perception results ends there.  

My results have also supported the assertion by Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark 

(2011) that there is direct rather than indirect indexation between variation and 

larger social categories for L2 learners.  While the L2 participants in my study had 
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not yet acquired the nth-level associations with sajiao, such as that it is cute and 

friendly, and that it is pleasant-sounding when used by females, they had acquired 

the n+th indexation of sajiao with gender.  I would therefore argue that, as stated by 

Meyerhoff, Schleef, and Clark (2011), indexicality amongst L2 learners is direct, at 

least initially; variables are linked to larger social categories (like gender) as 

opposed to discrete social qualities/stances.   

Furthermore, my work has provided counterevidence for the notion that L2 

learners acquire stylistic variation more slowly or to a lesser degree than gender 

v         ( . .    j   2004; S                       C     2011).  I    j  ’  (2004) 

study, both the Spanish and Japanese participants showed acquisition of English 

casual speech processes according to English gender norms, but only the Spanish 

speakers showed acquisition of the formality constraints for these processes.  

However, the Spanish speakers did not acquire the formality norms to a native-like 

degree; for Spanish speakers, the gender and stylistic differences were 

approximately equal, whereas for native English speakers, the difference in 

formality was greater than the difference in gender.  Major (2004) interprets these 

findings as evidence for the notion that the acquisition of stylistic variation lags 

behind the acquisition of gender variation.  Likewise, in Schleef, Meyerhoff, and 

Clark (2011), style was a significant constraint in the use of a target language 

variant by native speakers but not for non-native speakers.   

However, my results have presented a new perspective.  In the production 

task, the differences in sajiao use between L1 and L2 listeners were approximately 
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the same for gender as for formality (c.f. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 in Chapter 4).  In other 

                  S                     j  ’  (2004)             A        

participants showed the same difference in stylistic usage as did the L1 Mandarin 

speakers.  Thus, I have shown that L2 learners do not necessarily acquire stylistic 

variation more slowly than gender variation.   

There are two potential explanations for why my findings with respect to the 

acquisition of style differed from those of Major (2004) and Schleef, Meyerhoff, and 

Clark (2011).  The first possible explanation                                   “     ” 

    “         ”                  z                     v             .  I    j  ’  

(2004) article, style in the Labovian sense of attention paid to speech referred to 

reading a phrase list versus reading a sentence list (the latter being the formal 

“     ”).  I  S                       C     (2011)                                    

referred to conversation versus reading aloud (again, the latter being the more 

       “     ”).  I                v              as attention paid to speech was 

            z      “  v                 ”; “      ”                                   

participant role-                                                      “        ” 

scenarios were those in which the participant role-played with a mother, father, or 

significant other.  Thus, this difference in our definitions of what constitutes style 

could be responsible for the difference in our conclusions.   

Another possible explanation is that their work focused on L2 acquisition of 

discrete linguistic variables (e.g., English –ING in Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011) 

or specific speech processes (e.g., phonological processes such as palatalization in 
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Major 2004), whereas my study has focused on learner acquisition of an entire 

speech style composed of multiple linguistic variables.  Thus, it is possible that by 

narrowly focusing on a single speech variable or process, these authors could not 

gain the same perspective on acquisition that I was able to gain through looking at 

an entire speech style.  Finally, it is also possible that the participants in my study 

were more advanced learners than the participants in their studies.  Future work 

should consider learner proficiency as a factor in the acquisition of target language 

gender/stylistic norms. 

It is interesting that the Americans used sajiao in the production experiment 

despite their somewhat negative attitudes toward it in perception, i.e. that it is not 

cute, friendly, or pleasant-sounding.  Yueh (2012:225) describes sajiao      “     ral 

     ”:  “                        [    v ]                     sajiao              ‘     ’; 

    v                          …             v                                    

assigned a role, or performs a duty, he or she may inevitably employ a sajiao 

                                    …R                     v     ’                

or his or her own free will, sajiao                                           .”  I  

                Y   ’  (2012)         z                    -native speakers as 

well; despite having certain negative attitudes toward sajiao, they nonetheless 

showed native-like patterns in production of it.    

H   v                                          .  A             O    ’  (2001) 

study, there were American female participants who resisted raising their pitch to 

    J               “    .”  O                              ’                        
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their pitch were conscious and a reflection of the identities they wished to project.  

Likewise, DeWaele (2004:314) points out that learners ma  “                       

to adopt certain variation patterns from the [native speaker] community if they 

judge them to be in conflict with their own ideological and cultural beliefs or sense 

       .”                        2 v                                       “         

     ” (Y    2012: 22 )         v                                                

forms while at the same time remember that L2 learners may exercise agency in 

their use of speech styles/variants as well. 

Furthermore, responses from two of the interview respondents provided 

another interesting facet to the discussion.  Bob and Liu, the two female participants 

who had lived in Taiwan the longest, were the only participants who mentioned the 

friendly connotations of sajiao.  This would suggest that the association of sajiao 

with friendliness is acquired as learners become more advanced language users 

and/or more immersed in Taiwanese culture.  This is similar to what was found in 

Eisenstein (1982); more advanced learners of English provided more negative 

evaluations of non-standard varieties of English (e.g., Irish-accented English and 

Hawaiian Creole English), thus showing that they acquired native-like evaluations of 

non-standard varieties.  In a similar way, learners may acquire L1 social 

                              1       .                                 A        ’      

of association of sajiao with friendliness and being pleasant-sounding was due to 

incomplete acquisition.   
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Regardless, this discussion points to an important implication for L2 

variation research: we must not assume that conclusions for L1 variation work will 

hold true for L2 variation.  This notion was highlighted by DeWaele (2004:314): 

“…                    v         [        1      2         ]                      

d                              …”            v                             2 

learners showed the same trends in production of sajiao as the L1 speakers but had 

different social associations with sajiao from L1 speakers in perception.  Likewise, in 

Schleef,                C    ’  (2011)             2                              

frequencies in use of ING variants as their native-speaking peers, but 

positive/negative attitude toward Edinburgh English in perception was only a 

significant constraint for the native speakers.  Thus, my study has provided further 

support for the notion that L2 variation research must consider perception results 

in examining the acquisition of L2 variation. 

One final point worth mentioning with respect to the findings from my 

production experiment is that, in listening to the recordings from the production 

task, I noticed that I used sajiao in some of the scenarios.  Therefore, it is possible 

                                      ’        sajiao was the result of convergence to 

or divergence from my speech style.   

 

6.2. Practical Implications 
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 This dissertation speaks to the importance of addressing L2 variation in L2 

education curricula, a point which has been argued by previous authors (Meyerhoff 

and Schleef 2012; Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004; Rehner, Mougeon, and 

Nadasdi 2003).  Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi (2004) and Rehner, Mougeon, and 

Nadasdi (2003), for example, argued that alternate target language forms need to be 

included in language texts, as variation is a crucial aspect of L2 communicative 

competence. Furthermore, Rehner, Mougeon, and Nadasdi (2003) highlighted the 

importance of variation in teacher talk; they found that French teachers used a 

particular vernacular variant quite frequently, which would explain the prominent 

use of it by their student participants. Thus, in teaching variation to L2 learners, we 

must consider not only the texts we use, but also the language teachers use in the 

classroom. 

In support of previous descriptions of sajiao              “     ’          ” 

(cf. Chan 1997; Chuang 2005), a gender-based trend regarding sajiao use was 

approaching significance in the production data; females used it more than males, 

regardless of their native language.  This is an important finding with respect to our 

understanding of sajiao, as well as to our understanding of the role of gender in L2 

variation, but does it mean that we should tell students that sajiao is primarily used 

by women? Instructors should be careful not to stereotype sajiao      “         

spee        ”                                              .  F                   

sajiao.  Thus, it is important to dissociate gendered meanings (i.e. sajiao as a 

“        ”             )        x-                  ( . .  “               sajiao”).  
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Furthermore, sajiao has been identified as an important means of persuasion in 

Mandarin Chinese (Yueh 2012) and a kind of negative politeness strategy (Lin 2005).  

In other words, it does much more than index gender.  Therefore, it would be not 

only simplistic but also misleading for instructors and textbooks to present sajiao 

                    “     ’        .” 

What is needed is a more nuanced approach to discussions of sajiao.  

Variation should be addressed in language programs as a critical component of 

communicative competence in the target language.  In addition to highlighting the 

formal and informal variants of a target language form and when they should be 

used, textbooks and instructors should also engage students in discussions of 

“         v ”             age styles, such as sajiao.  Instruction about styles in an L2 

could be quite useful for learners.  In the case of sajiao, its indexations to 

friendliness, familiarity, and intimacy in the native speaker community could be 

addressed directly in the L2 Mandarin classroom and materials.  For example, 

textbooks aimed at improving speaking skills could include a brief description of 

sajiao, including its grammatical and acoustic features as well as when it is typically 

used.  This will help to guide learners as they encounter it in their Mandarin 

interactions.  Furthermore, my data show that sajiao was not perceived as 

professional. Beginning learners, however, may not notice this aspect of the target 

language.  It may therefore be helpful to tell students that sajiao is a familiar, 

intimate style of speech that has important purposes in Mandarin (e.g., forming 
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rapport with co-workers outside of the workplace, or as a form of intimacy in 

romantic relationships) but is oftentimes inappropriate in a formal context.   

However, the manner in which students are engaged in the topic matters, 

particularly since socially-meaningful linguistic variation is rarely categorical.  For 

example, some L1 participants discussed in Chapter 4 used sajiao in professional 

interactions, and Yueh (2012) has reported that sajiao is increasingly being used in 

formal domains. I propose that, rather than directly teaching students the findings 

of L2 variation research (e.g., women use sajiao more often than men), we should 

engage advanced students in noticing target language variation themselves.  In 

other words, the teacher becomes a guide for having students think about the kinds 

of variation present in the target language.  Instructors can also engage students in 

                                        . .                  “        ”         .  I  

                                  ’              v            the target language, 

which may be very helpful to them in their language learning and in their goals as an 

L2 speaker.  Classroom-based social research (c.f. Norton Peirce 1995) may be an 

effective approach to addressing these educational goals.   

Classroom-based social research (CBSR) is a critical/analytical approach to 

discussing identity in the L2 classroom. According to Norton Peirce (1995: 26), 

C SR “                                                                      v        

language learning outside the classroom and help them claim the right to speak [the 

 2].” C SR               v                                                       

with classmates for reflection and analysis (Norton Peirce 1995: 26). Norton Peirce 
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(1995: 27-28) proposes that students may, for instance, investigate and critically 

reflect on the kinds of opportunities they have to interact with target language 

speakers, for instance using diaries or journals, which would allow the teacher 

insight into the kinds of investments learners have in the target language. 

Furthermore, students are encouraged to compare their experiences with each 

other in the language classroom. Through reflecting on the ways in which they 

engage in dialogue with target language speakers, L2 learners develop meta-

awareness of how they utilize language to construct their identities.  

Just as the variationist work on L2 French (Mougeon, Rehner, and Nadasdi 

2004; Rehner, Mougeon, and Nadasdi 2003; Thomas 2004; Uritescu, Mougeon, 

Rehner, and Nadasdi 2004) and L2 English (Adamson and Regan 1991; Major 2004, 

Schleef, Meyerhoff, and Clark 2011) has helped teaching agendas for those two 

languages, so the findings presented in this dissertation may be applied to L2 

Mandarin pedagogy.  An interactive learner-centered approach like CBSR could be 

effectively applied to classroom discussions of sajiao.  The results from my 

production task showed that sajiao is used often by native Mandarin speakers from 

Taiwan, both females and males.  Thus, learners surely encounter sajiao in their 

interactions in Taiwan.  It may therefore be useful for students to discuss sajiao in 

their classrooms as they are learning the language.  In addition to helping clarify any 

questions they may have about when sajiao is used, it adds authenticity to their in-

class interactions and helps them to develop a meta-level understanding of the 

different styles used in Mandarin.   
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Furthermore, multiple authors have stressed that interactions with native 

speakers are crucial to the acquisition of L2 variation (Thomas 2004; Rehner, 

Mougeon, and Nadasdi 2003).  Thomas (2004), for instance, highlights the 

importance of exposing students to colloquial French through homestays, exchange 

programs, and having native-speaking teaching assistants in the classroom, as forms 

of direct contact.  In cases where this is not possible, Thomas (2004: 380) 

       z               “               v                                          

         v        v  …S                                                         

beyond the type of academic French represented in most teaching methods – where 

variation is not even acknowledged, let alone taught – and thus facilitate their 

contacts with the real French-              .”  I                            

programs are not feasible for students, then the next best scenario is to have 

teachers and texts modeling and discussing target language variation. 

 

6.3. Suggestions for follow-up work 

Before concluding this dissertation, I would like to propose the following 

questions for follow-up work on Americans acquiring Mandarin sajiao: Are L2 

learners aware that they use sajiao, or is their use of sajiao               ‘         

     ’            by Yueh (2012)?  Furthermore, is their use of sajiao the result of L1 

transfer, or is it a completely new style the Americans acquire in Mandarin Chinese?  

With respect to L1 transfer, it seems feasible that a style like sajiao exists in English, 
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for instance how people talk to their pets; however, such a style is not used as much 

between humans in English as it is in Mandarin Chinese.  Furthermore, there is no 

name for such a style in English.  The only author to have discussed the existence of 

sajiao in English is Yueh (2012), who reported that her non-Mandarin speaking 

American colleagues recognized it when she described it to them; nonetheless, Yueh 

(2012) claims that such a way of speaking does not have cultural significance in the 

U.S. the same way sajiao does in Taiwan.  A comparison of perceptions of sajiao in 

                             “sajiao-    ”                                           

follow-up study to this dissertation. 

With respect to perception, another important question is whether learners 

ever acquire all of the social meanings associated with L2 variation.  In other words, 

will the L2 learners in this study (assuming continued use of Mandarin and/or 

residence in a Mandarin-speaking area) ever perceive of sajiao as cute or friendly or 

pleasant-sounding?  We might expect, given the findings from L2 variation research 

so far which shown that L2 learners who spend more time in a target language 

community acquire more native-like variation, that more advanced Mandarin L2 

learners might view sajiao as cuter, friendlier, and more pleasant-sounding than less 

advanced learners.  A longitudinal study of Mandarin learners over time and/or a 

study involving learners of different proficiency levels may reveal whether and 

when Americans come to associate sajiao with friendliness, cuteness, and/or 

pleasantness.  Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate how learner 

perceptions of how well they have assimilated to the target language culture or how 

much they wish to assimilate the culture affects their perceptions and use of sajiao. 
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What is more, a logical next step after the perception experiment presented 

in this dissertation would be to do a second perception experiment in which stimuli 

are manipulated for various features of sajiao (e.g. mean pitch, sentence-final vowel 

duration, and presence/absence of sentence-final particles).  It would thus be 

possible to determine exactly which features of sajiao are associated with which 

social meanings.  Furthermore, it would be useful to incorporate more naturalistic 

              “         ” sajiao and non-sajiao tokens in a follow-up experiment. 

 

6.4 Conclusion 

In sum, the results from this dissertation have provided evidence for the 

common assumptions that sajiao is used primarily by females, in informal 

relationships, and in private settings.  However, the results also showed that sajiao 

is in fact used by men, in public, and in private scenarios.  Furthermore, for native 

speakers it has connotations of cuteness, friendliness, and for females, being 

pleasant-sounding.  The non-native speaker participants showed understanding of 

both the gender and stylistic constraints on sajiao use in perception and production, 

thus suggesting that stylistic variation may not in fact always lead gender variation 

as has been argued by previous authors (Major 2004; Schleef, Meyerhoff and Clark 

2011).  Nonetheless, the non-native speakers showed incomplete acquisition of 

some of the social meanings associated with sajiao in perception; this highlights the 

importance of investigating both perception and production in L2 variation studies.  

Furthermore, from a practical standpoint, the results from this dissertation can be 

used to inform future approaches to addressing variation in L2 education. 
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Appendix A:  Praat diagrams of the experimental tokens (Dataset 2) 
 

Figure A.1. L1-F1’                                                         -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A.2. L1-F1’                                                          -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A.3. L1-F2’                                                         -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A.4. L1-F2’                                                          -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A-5. L2-F1’                                                         -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A-6. L2-F1’                                                          -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A-7. L2-F2’                                                         -sajiao guise 
(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane) 
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Figure A-8. L2-F2’                                                          -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A-9. L1- 1’                                                         -sajiao guise 
(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane) 
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Figure A-10. L1- 1’                                                          -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A-11. L1- 2’                                                         -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A-12. L1- 2’                                                          -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A-13. L2- 1’                                               nce in non-sajiao guise 
(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane) 
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Figure A-14. L2- 1’                                                          -sajiao guise 
(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane)
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Figure A-15. L2- 2’                                                         -sajiao guise 
(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane) 
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Figure A-16. L2- 2’                                                          -sajiao guise 

(upper pane) and sajiao guise (lower pane) 
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Appendix B.  
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Appendix C. Production Experiment Instructions 

Instructions: You will be given different imaginary scenarios (below) and will be 
                  “            ”                 . (Y             v              
which to talk.) Please speak as naturally as possible in each scenario.  
說明：你將會給與不同的虛構故事 （如下）並且會被紀錄說話 （電話中）在每一

個故事情節設計 （你交被給與虛擬電話在每一個對話上）請你以最自然方式說話 

 
 
PUBLIC SCENARIOS: 公眾虛擬情節 

 
1. (public) You are on a bus on the way to meet your professor for dinner but 

you are running half an hour late. There are many people standing around 
you on the bus. How will you explain to her/him how sorry you are that 
you will be late? 你在一輛公車上去根你教授見面因為你們將一起去吃晚餐。

但是你遲到半小時。公車上有很多人。你要如何跟你教授解釋你的遲到 ？ 

2. (public) You are on a bus on the way to meet your significant other for 
dinner but you are running half an hour late. There are many people standing 
around you on the bus. How will you explain to her/him how sorry you 
are that you will be late? 你在一輛公車上去與你的愛人見面因為你們將一

起吃晚飯。但是你遲到半小時。公車上有很多人。你要如何跟你愛人解釋

你的遲到 ？ 

3. (public) You and your best friend are standing in a crowded elevator. You 
have made a plan to have lunch together. You would like to go to one 
restaurant, but (s)he wants to go to another. How will you get your best 
friend to go to the restaurant you want to go to? 你和你的好朋友站在擁

擠的電梯裡。你已經想好要去哪一家餐聽吃午餐。但是你好友想要去另一家

吃。此時你要如何說服你好友跟你去你要去的那家餐廳吃飯呢？ 

4. (public) ) You and your boss are standing in a crowded elevator. You have 
made a plan to have lunch together. You would like to go to one restaurant, 
but (s)he wants to go to another. How will you get your boss to go to the 
restaurant you want to go to? 你和你老闆站在擁擠的電梯裡。你已經想好

要去哪一家餐聽吃午餐。但是你老闆想要去另一家吃。此時你要如何說服

你老闆跟你去你要去的那家餐廳吃飯呢？ 

5. (public) You are standing in front of an electronics store with your father. 
There are many people walking and standing around you. You would like to 
convince him to buy (or help you buy) a computer you have been wanting for 
a while. What will you say? 你跟你父親站在一家電子店前面。有非常多人

也站在那裡。你想要你父親買電腦給你（或者幫你買電腦）。你要如何說

服你父親呢？ 

6. (public) You are standing in front of an electronics store with your 
significant other. There are many people walking and standing around you. 
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You would like to convince her/him to buy (or help you buy) a computer you 
have been wanting for a while. What will you say? 你跟你愛人站在一家電子

店前面。有非常多人也站在那裡。你想要你愛人買電腦給你（或者幫你買電

腦）。你要如何說服你愛人呢？ 

 

PRIVATE SCENARIOS: 私人虛擬情節 

 
7. (private) You are at home by yourself. You have called your significant 

other because you are planning to go to a coffee shop together and you 
would like her/him to give you a ride. How will you get her/him to give 
you a ride? 你獨自在你家。你想要找你的愛人來接你去咖啡店喝咖啡。你

會如何說服你的愛人呢？ 

8.  (private) You are at home by yourself. You have called your boss because 
you are planning to go to a coffee shop together and you would like her/him 
to give you a ride. How will you get your boss to give you a ride? 你獨自在

你家。你想要老闆來接你去咖啡店喝咖啡。你會如何說服你老闆呢？ 

9. (private) You are at home alone. You have given your mother a call because 
you would like to borrow something from her. How will you ask her to lend 
you that thing? 你獨自在家。你打電話給你母親因為你想要借一個東西

（隨便選擇一個東西）。你會如何說服你母親呢？ 

10. (private) You are at home alone. You have given your professor a call 
because you would like to borrow something from him/her. How will you 
get your professor to lend you that thing? 你獨自在家。你獨自在家你打

電話給你教授因為你想要借一個東西（隨便選擇一個東西） 你會如何說服

你教授呢？ 

11. (private) You and your mother are at home. You are the only ones there. 
You would like her to cook dinner because you are tired. How will you 
convince her to cook dinner? 只有你和你母親在家。因為你很累所以你想

要你母親做晚飯。你會如何說服你母親呢？ 

12. (private) You and your significant other are at home. You are the only ones 
there. You would like her/him to cook dinner because you are tired. How 
will you convince her/him to cook dinner? 只有你和你的愛人在家。因為

你很累所以你想要你的愛人做晚飯。你會如何說服你的愛人呢? 
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Appendix D. Interview Questions: “Gender in L2 Mandarin Learning” 

1. Introductory questions 
a. What brought you to Taiwan and how long have you been here? 
b. Why are you learning Mandarin? How would you say your Mandarin 

skills are now (i.e., what level)? 
c. What kinds of expectations for your time in Taiwan did you have 

before coming here? Have your experiences matched those 
expectations? Why or why not? 

d. Where are you from? Where did you grow up? 
e. Do you hang out with other foreigners, or with native/local people, or 

both? 
f. What has been most useful for you in learning Mandarin? Your classes? 

Interactions outside of class? Both? Neither? 
g. Do you think you are well-integrated in the culture here (or could be 

in the future)?  
 

2. Gender in speaking Mandarin and sajiao 
a. Do you think gender affects the experiences foreigners have in 

speaking Mandarin in Taiwan? i.e., is it relevant for learners? 
b. In general, do you think your gender has affected the ways people 

speak Mandarin with you and/or your experiences interacting with 
native Mandarin speakers? How so? 

c. In Taiwan, do you think native Mandarin speaking males and females 
talk differently? How so?  

i. What are the characteristics of the ways male native Mandarin 
speakers speak Mandarin in Taiwan? Native Mandarin 
speaking females? 

d. Are you aware of the term sajiao? W                         ‘sajiao’ 
(or feminine ways of speaking Mandarin)? Do you ever use it yourself? 
In which situations would you use sajiao (or these ways of speaking)? 

e. How would you imitate or describe sajiao (feminine ways of speaking)? 
What is involved in the spoken component? 

f. How do you think the following people are perceived? 
i. Native Mandarin speaker female using sajiao 

ii. Foreign female using sajiao 
iii. Native Mandarin speaker male using sajiao 
iv. Foreign male using sajiao 

g. Does frequency of use matter? 
h. Does age matter for sajiao? 
i. Do you think American females speak Mandarin as an L2 the same 

ways that native Mandarin speaker females speak it? If not, how do 
they speak it differently? Do they use sajiao in the same ways and/or 
amounts? 
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j. Do you think American males speak Mandarin as an L2 the same ways 
that native Mandarin speaker males speak it? If not, how do they 
speak it differently? Do they use sajiao? In the same ways and/or 
amounts? 


